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MARCY GILBERT BLOWN AWAY BY MAXELL
Marcy Gilbert, President & CEO of IDC (International Digital/Duplication
Centre Inc.), is the ultimate Maxell Professional. IDC is America's premiere
post production facility, utilizing a variety of Motell professional products,
including Digital Betacam, Betacam SP, Betacam SX, DVCPRO, HDCAM,
D2 and D3. "I depend on Maxell to help achieve maximum video and audio
quality with the highest levels of reliability and integrity." You can reach
Marcy at Marcy@idcdigital.com. To learn more about Maxell Professional
Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com.

To download a PDF version of our new DVD Authoring
and Duplication booklet, visit www.maxellpromedia.com.

Expanding Memory & Mobility

Recordable Media

Data Storage

Portable Energy

Technological Partnerships

Editorial

Live
traffic reports
Have you seen the insurance commercial
about inattentive driving? The opening
scene shows a fast -paced, multitasking,
businesswoman curling her eyelashes with one of
those torturous looking clamp things while she's tooling along the six -lane highway and talking on her cell
phone. She then applies lipstick and fluffs her hair. At
the same time, she's answering questions, jotting notes
on a dashboard -mounted note pad and checking her
computer. All the while, she's threading through traffic, ignoring everyone else.

cell phone. A driver using a cell phone is as dangerous as
a drunk driver with a 0.08 percent blood alcohol level.

And there are at least two more reasons to be concerned about cell phone usage from a car. At the recent Broadcast Engineering News Technology conference, several panelists emphasized the advantages of
licensing a station's content to the new outlets. Companies like Sprint, with its MobiTV, and Verizon, with
its VCAST, are eager to have access to broadcast content, and they don't care where it's watched.
If that's not enough to scare you, the term broadcast
video has a whole new meaning. New technology will
let cell phone users not only watch programs, but actually transmit live video back to TV stations. IceMobile
claims its Videocall2TV will "enable viewers to express
themselves instantly by making video calls from their
3G mobile phones to TV programs and participate in
the shows with live video images?'
Two-way, interactive, live video from cell phones in

cars, restaurants - even restrooms! Oh, my gawd!
We're doomed! Even a seven -second delay couldn't save
a station's backside with this kind of programming.

Can't you just see it? Road rage raised to a whole
new level. The broadcaster runs live cell phone video showing the latest road rage or traffic congestion.

At the last moment, she says to the person on the phone,
"Hey, gotta go. Here's my exit?' Then she rips across the
highway, cutting off traffic to make the exit. Cars honk,
swerve and crash as she tootles off the screen.

While I couldn't help but laugh at the commercial,
there was a bit of "Oh, my gawd," too.
The very next day, I passed a driver with a cell phone

cradled between her neck and shoulder. She held a
clipboard against the steering wheel with her left hand
and wrote with her right. I can only assume she steered
with her knees.
Here are some facts. Sixty percent of cell phone use
takes place while driving. And, 8 percent of drivers are
on their cell phones. Reaction time for these talking drivers is 30 percent slower than for drivers not talking on a

There are prizes for the best (worst) coverage or event.
Now drivers become competitive to see who has been
in the worst traffic jam.
"Okay, I'll show you road rage," says one driver as he
rams the guy in the Beemer who just won the contest.
That driver ups his anger and decides to pursue the offending driver. Car number three witnesses the events

and gives chase, thereby causing another wreck. All
this is being broadcast not from a helicopter, but live
from inside the cars. Oh, the inhumanity of it ...
If there's an upside to this, I suppose it's that these
real-time video broadcast feeds will give a whole new
meaning to the phrase "live traffic reports?'
BE

editorial director

Send comments to: editor@orimediabusiness.com www.broadcastengineering.com
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Add all the HD branding you need
With Imagestore HDTV and Imagestore Intuition

data interfacing, and speed the creative workflow.

HD, you can deliver the most compelling HD

Exceptional audio performance to match is provided

channel branding. Their closely integrated video

by a 16 channel mixer with eight channel audio
playout. All this can be controlled with proven
automation performance and by the advanced
PresStation and Presmaster panels. So for more

mixing, dual DVEs, multi -level character generation

and animation/clock insertion offers full creative
freedom, along with essential EAS support. Highly
versatile 'Smart Templates' also simplify graphics

complete branding solutions, contact Miranda.

Tel.: 514.333.1772 I ussales@miranda.com

www.miranda.com

HDTV: MAKING IT HAPPEN
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the spectrum currently occupied by
UHF TV channel 55. That's right in
the middle of the spectrum that is
supposed to be returned for "emer-

Michael Robin responds:
The 75 percent color bars are used in

cases where some element in the TV
distribution chain cannot handle 100
percent color bars. The difficulty in
handling 100 percent color bars is due
to the frequency division multiplexing
of NTSC and PAL chrominance information with the luminance informa-

gency public use."

Although I respect the honorable

Calculated versus measured SNR

Correction factor
Michael Robin:

Will the 15db correction factor used
with SNR peak -to -peak luminance/
peak noise still be a good number for
HD? Would this change if the resolution went from an 8 -bit HD to a 10 bit HD sample? Is there an exact way
to calculate this factor?
MAXIME CARON
CBC/RADIO-CANADA MONTREAL

Michael Robin responds:
Read my article on digital video noise

in the March 2005 issue of Broadcast
Engineering, page 22. There's a table
comparing the calculated SNR with
the measured SNR using a 15dB cor-

Senator McCain's intentions, there is
the appearance of impropriety when,
according to the second article, there
is no pressing need for the "emergency
public use." However, there is a company that would like to start getting a
return on its investment by selling its
digital programming.
That brings up another point: Why
are traditional broadcasters being
forced from the upper UHF channels
if another company can just come in
and use one of them for broadcasting
"video and audio programming?"Also,
are there going to be different rules for

Beyond the headlines
Editor:

I was amused by the July 18 edition
of Broadcast Engineering's Beyond the
Headlines e -newsletter.
One article, titled "What happens to

TV spectrum after the return?," discusses the emergency public use of
the returned spectrum. Another ar-

amplitude and transmitter overload.
Because standard camera -generated

video signals are unlikely to reach
chrominance signal levels equal to
those of 100 percent color bar signals,

under normal operating conditions,
the transmitter will not be overloaded. Early videotape recorders also had

difficulties in handling 100 percent
color bars.

Current digital equipment and systems don't have this problem, so A/D
and D/A converters are aligned using
100 percent color bars signals. Problems may arise when synthetically generated video signals, resulting in
excessive analog video signal amplitudes, reach an analog NTSC or PAL
transmitter. These problems will disappear with the imminent demise of
analog television.
BE

traditional broadcasters and Qualcomm? After all, both send "weather
forecasts, sports clips, cartoons and the
like." Will Qualcomm have to send out
EAS alerts and keep a public file? It will
be interesting to watch.
The opinions expressed are my own
and not that of my employer.
MARK D. BULLA

CHIEF ENGINEER, WNUV-TV

rection factor. The measured SNR
correlates well with calculated SNR.

tion, resulting in excessive video signal

Editor's response:

July Freezeframe:

The key difference between broadcasters and Qualcomm is that what
we do is free to viewers. Qualcomm
will offer a subscription service.
Don't forget: Qualcomm isn't one

Which of the following NTSC
test signals can be used to measure chroma/luma gain and delay?
Color multipulse, FCC composite,
Modulated bar, Multipulse 100,
NTC-7 composite
A. All of the above
0..

of those big, nasty mega content
owners that's trying to rule the world
either. Perhaps that justifies Senator
McCain's actions. Can you say free air

Winner:

time?

Gregory Chambers, WSIL-TV

ticle discusses Rohde & Schwarz sup-

plying transmitters for Qualcomm

Color bars

MediaFLO.

Michael Robin:

Why was this amusing? Because
Qualcomm is planning on putting
"up to 100 channels of high -quality
video and audio programming" on

in the PAL system?

12

Test Your Knowledge!

Why are 75 percent color bars used
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KISHORE MAATV
INDIA

See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 8 and enter to win a
Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.
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It's
only
software
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

For seasoned veterans of the
broadcast industry, the traditional concept of a video
encoder has been - and in many cases still is -a piece of hardware that
takes in a video signal and encodes it
for emission via the transmitter.
In the analog world, this typically
involves taking analog component sig-

nals from a camera (RGB) or a piece
of component production gear (Y, R Y, B -Y) and compressing the wideband

digital component baseband signals.
For most DTV broadcasters, a realtime, hardware -based MPEG encoder
sits between the output of the master
control switcher and the input to the
DTV transmitter. A far smaller group
of broadcasters is moving to systems
that splice emission -quality MPEG-2
streams to manage traditional master
control tasks.

But software encoders are proliferating outside of the world of DTV

advantages over real-time hardware.
Even if you are in the business of delivering real-time program streams, if
they are not live events, there may still

be an advantage to using a software
encoder and then playing out an optimized file.

Time vs. quality
The most important distinctions between software and hardware encoders are time and image quality. The
reality is that digital video encoders

analog components to fit in a 6MHz
NTSC broadcast channel. NTSC en-

broadcasting. Chances are that they are

coders are typically built into products

The most important distinctions
between software and hardware encoders
1.1111==M111
are time and image quality.

so that the analog baseband outputs
can be routed throughout the plant
and mixed with other NTSC signals.

As described in October's Download column (see "Web links" on
page 18), the transition to DTV has
been accompanied by new ways to
think about video encoding and the
proper point(s) in the signal flow of
a DTV facility where encoding takes
place. Unlike baseband analog signals,

compressed digital signals cannot be
mixed. They must first be decoded to

;

11

;

ii

going to play a key role in the future of

program delivery, much like they do
today in the production of those tiny
plastic DVDs that are filled with movies and episodic television programming (without the commercials).
If you are in the business of delivering program files to consumers, software encoders may offer important
I.

11

11

11

111

.

11

Percent of American on -demand usage
ent of Ame ans are hea

on -demand consu

ers

are only software - algorithms that
run either on dedicated chips optimized for real-time applications or
general-purpose CPUs.
To make things even more confus-

ing, most digital compression standards do not specify how an encoder
should work; they define the syntax of
a properly encoded bit stream so that a
compliant decoder can turn the stream
back into digital component video for
display. Product developers are free to
do anything they want, in terms of encoder design, as long as their products
produce compliant bit streams.

The problem with real-time encoding is time. A new field or frame must

be encoded in 1/24th of a second or
less, depending on the field or frame
rate of the digital source. The timeconsuming part of most compression
algorithms are the routines used to
build predictions of what an image
should look like, using already decod-

Source: Arbitron/Edison Media Research

14

www.arbitron.com/www.edisonresearch corn
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ed frames that occurred both before
and after the predicted frame.
MPEG-2 uses block -matching routines, which can either be done fast or
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From the umpire's call to the roar of the crowd,
nothing delivers surround sound like Dolby°E.

Today's HDTV viewers expect surround sound with

their programming, and Dolby(' E makes it happen.
With Dolby E you can easily deliver surround sound from

the remote truck to the network, from the letivork to the
local station, and within cable and satellite operations.
Dolby E converts your two -channel broadcast plant to a
multichannel audio facility.
Dolby E carries audio metadata to ensure the integrity of
your program's original sound. It automalcElly controls
the complete audio delivery path-from prod action to the
viewer's home. And with all the other broadcast products
now incorporating Dolby E, you can deliver surround sound
more easily than ever. Join the hundreds cf Droadcast and
postproduction facilities that already know haw well Dolby E
delivers. It's the right call to make.
Dolby and :he do.ible-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laborabrif.
© 2005 Dclby Laboratories. Inc. All rights reserved. 505/16322

www.dolby.com/tvaudio

DOLBY

Download
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No longer just an MP3 player, the new iPod from Apple allows users to watch home movies, music videos and television
shows on a 2.5in color screen.The iTunes store lets users download five popular shows, such as "Lost" and "Desperate Housewives," as well as six shorts from Pixar Animation Studios.

done well. The new H.264 compression algorithm adds significant complexity to these prediction routines
and allows for more anchor frames
to be used to build the predictions.
When time is a factor, these routines
may be truncated, but the predictions
will not be as good as they could be.
The net result is that it will take more
bits to send the differences between
the prediction and the actual frame.
When the channel bandwidth is fixed,
this often results in the generation of
compression artifacts.
On the other hand, with a software

encoder, the prediction routines take
as long as is necessary to produce a
desirable result. And, if the quality is
still not adequate, a compressionist
can use additional tricks to improve
the delivered image quality, such as
forcing I frames at scene transitions
or applying pre -filters to reduce the
information content so the encoder
can produce high -quality images at
the available bit rate. Many hardware
encoders use pre -filters to reduce information content as well.

it would seem appropriate to allow

When someone goes to the trouble to
do the best possible job of encoding,

networks - except FOX - send their
affiliates contribution -quality video,

the consumer to realize the benefits of
that work. That's exactly what happens
when you watch a movie on a DVD.
But broadcasters who place the emission encoder at the end of the opera-

tions chain can undo all of this extra
effort. If a source is encoded with high
quality, then decoded for mixing in the
master control switcher, the resulting
quality may be severely reduced by the
real-time encoder at the output of the
switcher. Today, all of the commercial

From now until December 31, 2005 t uy the award winning Duet HyperX and get HD
at no additional charge! No new budgets, no board exchanges, no upgrades required.
It's all included and it's software selictable.
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Blackmagic Design DeckLink

Introducing DeckLink HD Pro
The world's highest quality HDTV Dual Link
4:4:4 and NTSC/PAL video card for only $1,495!

Blackmagic Design's industry leading range of 10/12 bit Dual Link 4:4:4 products for HD and SD

DeckLink HD Pro

New Adobe OPEN HD certification
NEW uncompressed Real Time effects
NEW compressed DV Real Time effects

New DPX file support with
Blackmagic FrameLink
DeckLink HD Pro Feature= HDTV
and standard definition support in 4:2:2
or Dual Link 4:4:4
All HDTV formats
including 1080/24psf, 23.98psf, 50i, 59.94i,
720/59.94p, 50p, 60p
Standard
definition SDI format support for NTSC and
60i,

PAL Precision 14 bit analog component

Introducing the world's highest quality video card with amazing Dual Link HDTV 4:4:4 SDI for 10/12 bit
RGB workflow. DeckUnk HD Pro instantly switches between HO and standard definition. Now you can
afford the best quality HDTV card available, even if most of your work is in standard definition. DeckUnk
HD Pro does both!
DeckLink HD Pro features an unprecedented 14 bit 4:4:4 analog monitoring output, retaining the subtle
detail of film originated video. Combined with high speed converters adds up to the world's best HDTV
monitoring. Monitoring instantly switches between HD and SD. Great features like AES-S/PDIF audio, and
black burst & HD Tri-Sync input helped DeckLink HD Pro win 4 leading industry awards.
New Single Link 4:2:2 model of DeckLink HD Pro available! Only RRP $995

Workgroup Videohub
Workgroup Videohub eliminates manual cable patching by connecting
everyone together into a fully featured professional routing switcher. Also includes
independent monitoring outputs so you can instantly see any deck or editing system
in your facility. Workgroup Videohub has 12 fully inaependent dual rate SDI inputs
and 24 independent SDI outputs that auto switch between HD -SDI and Standard

RRP $4,995

Definition SDI.

monitoring output Switches between HD or
SD True 10 bit RGB 4:4:4 or YUV 4:2:2 HDTV

capture Instantly switch between HD -SDI
and NTSC/PAL Dual HD -SDI inputs and outputs for Dual Link 4:4:4 AES-S/PDIF output,
AES-S/PDIF input and AES word -clock output SonyTM compatible RS -422 serial deck
control port included Black burst & H DM -Sync
compatible genlock input HD to SD hardware
downconversion.
Dual platform compatibility.

HDLink
HDLink connects SDI video to any supported DVI-D based LCD computer monitor
for true HDTV resolution video monitoring. Featuring Dual Link 4:4:4 HD -SDI, 4:2:2
SD -SDI and a fast USB 2.0 input with de -embedded analog RCA audio outputs.
Because every single pixel in the SDI video standard is mapped digitally onto the
pixels of a 1920 x 1200 resolution LCD display, you get a perfect digital pixel for
pixel HDTV image quality. Now features SD anamorphic mode for 16:9 display and
HDMI video support.

DeckLink HD

Includes drivers for Microsoft Windows XPTM and

This world leading 10 bit HDTV SDI card has changed the broadcast industry.

Premiere Pro 1.51"' and Sony Vegas 6rm, and on

It instantly switches between HDTV or NTSC/PAL SD eliminating your upgrade risk
RRP $595
to HDTV

Mac OS XT", OuickTimeT" and Final Cut Pro 5TM.

for all leading broadcast
applications. Apple Final Cut Pro 5TM
Support

Adobe Premiere Pro 1.5T4 Sony Vegas 6TM

Adobe After Effects"' DVD Studio Pro
Discreet Combustion"' iDVDTm Discreet
CleanerT" Color Finesse" MicrocosmTM
Apple Shaker' MotionTM. And most

DeckLink Extreme
This amazing video cad features 10 and 8 bit SD -SDI, HD -SDI down conversion,

analog composite and component I/O, balanced analog audio I/O, DV, JPEG,
internal keyer, genlock and so much more. Now available with PCI-Express.

RRP $895

other QuickTimerm and DirectShowTM based
applications.

sue

Blackmagiccesign 1111

riti7rikri

Visit our website www.blackmagic-design.com or call your local DeckUnk dealer for more information
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typically encoded at 45Mb/s for HD
and some fraction of that for SD. Because of the higher bit rate, contribution -quality video is typically quite
good, but that quality is reduced when

optimization of digital compression,
but these benefits can only be realized

lessly by the continuous evolution
of software encoders and decoders.

when those optimized bits are delivered
to the consumer. This is where emerging business models come into play.

When Apple or Microsoft releases a
new version of QuickTime or Windows Media, it is not uncommon for
several hundred million decoders to
be downloaded in a month.
Apple continues to have a loyal following of video content creators for
both the Mac and PC platforms, in
large part because of the QuickTime
digital media architecture. This ar-

Where do you want your
content to go today?
The era when a broadcaster could
focus all of his or her resources and
attention on the delivery of one program stream is drawing to an end. To-

a cell phone -based video service.
As described in last month's column,

consumers are becoming program
directors. With electronic program

"Viewers: The new program
directors"
http://broadcastengineering.com/
mag/broadcasting_viewers_new
program

chitecture supports a long list of
DISH Networks entered the portable
video player arena with its PocketDISH,
available in three models. The units al-

low users to transfer programs from
their DISH Network DVRs for viewing
on the go. Like the iPod, users can also
store music and photos on the units.

guides and personal video recorders,
viewers can now capture programs

and watch them at any time. If a
program is being delivered to a local
cache, it would seem appropriate to
make certain that the encoded bits are
properly optimized for the delivery
channel at the best quality level possible given bandwidth constraints. This
may mean one form of encoding for
video is sent to mobile devices, such
as cell phones, a higher -quality level is

Apple QuickTime

for Internet downloads, and the highest -quality level is for HD programming delivered via DTV broadcasts.
Software encoders are often the best
choice when it is necessary to generate multiple versions of your content.

www.apple.com/quicktime
H.264 FAGs

www.apple.com/quicktime/
technologies/h264/faq.html

Apple and DISH Networks have

MPEG-4 products and services
www.mpegif.org/products/
mpeg-4.php

entered the video download business
and introduced portable video play-

Microsoft VC -1

MPEG-4 compression for video files

www.microsoft.com/windows/
windowsmedia/forpros/events/
NAB2005NC-1.aspx
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ers. The new iPod uses H.264 and
that are sold via the Web -based iTunes

I

ii

are available the day after broadcast.
The PocketDISH players work with a
standard DishPVR, allowing files to
be transferred to the portable players
for use anywhere, anytime.
Equally important, most of the new
opportunities to expand the reach of
your content are being driven relent-

it is encoded at emission bit rates.
Clearly, there are benefits to proper

day we often hear that the success of
broadcast DTV will depend on multicasts. Increasingly, broadcasters are
looking to deliver multiple programs
in their DTV multiplex, not to mention the need to make some content
available via alternative distribution
media, such as a station's Web site or

i

111"1"1114111117111111111,1911111-s

proprietary and standards -based
codecs for audio, video and still images, and it allows manufacturers to

extend the capabilities by providing their own plug-in components.
(See "Web links:') The QuickTime
container format forms the basis for
the MPEG-4 file format, enabling sophisticated local video composition
capabilities when the entire MPEG-4
standard is used.
Microsoft has taken a proprietary
route with Windows Media technologies (see "Web links.") and has succeeded in getting its VC -1 compression technology adopted for the next
generation of HD DVD products and
many IPTV deployments.

The bottom line is that software
encoding and decoding is going to
play an important role in the future
of television. In a world where people
are moving from surfing 500 channels

of TV to searching for and caching
the programs they want, delivering
high -quality video files optimized for
a wide range of playback devices may
be critical for survival.
BE
Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moderates the OpenDTV forum.

store. The store now offers more than

2000 music videos for download
and several hit ABC series, which

broadcastengineering.com
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ENCODING CAN MEAN
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
CANNES
CANNED

DETAILS MATTER.
Your genius flowed into every frame, but what will flow out after encoding?
Inlet's advanced VC -1 encoding solutions provide control over the encod ng process, preserving the

details of your creative vision. Optimized for Windows Media, our Fathom' encoder combines
the power of hardware with the finesse of analysis tools, for frame-accu-at encoding, in
real-time. That means you hit your deadlines, with no f-ame left behind. Fathom gives
you speed, control and, most importantly - quality. Quality, after all, defines your
work.

Do you have an eye for detail? We should talk.

Learn more.

Call: S19-256-8145
www.inlethd.com

EINLET

HIGH -DEFINITION

Break -Through Encoding.

Children's
programming rules
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

little more than a year

I-

ago, the Office of Cornunications of the United Church of Christ (UCC), led by
former FCC commissioner Gloria
Tristani, challenged the license renewal applications of two Washington, D.C., area television stations on
the grounds that they had failed to
provide sufficient educational and in -

Dec. 1 is the deadline for TV
stations in Colorado, Minnesota,
Montana, North Dakota and South
Dakota to file their 2005 license

renewal applications, biennial
ownership reports and EEO
program reports. TV translator
stations, LPTVs and Class A TV
stations in these states must file
renewal applications on Dec. 1.
Class A TV stations also must file
EEO program reports.
Dec. 1 is the start date for
pre -filing renewal announcements
for television stations in Kansas,
Nebraska and Oklahoma, in anticipation of renewal application filing
on Feb. 1, 2006.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for the filing
of biennial ownership reports by
television stations in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and
Vermont.
Dec. 1 is the deadline for all
DTV licensees to file a report on
FCC Form 317, identifying the
ancillary or supplementary DTV
services they have offered during
the previous year. Where fees were

charged for such services, licensees must remit 5 percent of their
gross fees to the FCC in
connection with filing Form 317.

20

formational children's programming
under the FCC's rules.
In September 2004, the UCC filed

petitions to deny two more Cleveland -area television stations. The
UCC petitions allege that both

the FCC will resolve the many challenges to its new children's programming rules.
Regardless of how these matters are

resolved, stations are cautioned to

comply with the Children's Television Act (and associated FCC rules)

review their children's programming.
Television stations are required to air
at least three hours of programming
that qualifies as core children's pro-

because the programs were not

gramming per week. To qualify as

educational or informational. This
claim was based in large part on the

core, a program must:

WUAB-TV and WQHS-TV failed to

opinions of UCC members and staff

who watched episodes of the programming in question and evaluated
them based on the UCC's criteria.
Although the Children's Television

Act and the associated FCC rules
direct broadcasters to serve the educational and informational needs of
children, the FCC has left the actual
programming choices up to the discretion of individual licensees. From
the programs that the FCC has pre-

viously cited as educational (e.g.,
"Saved by the Bell"), licensees gener-

ally appear to have broad discretion

in selecting programming that

is

educational or informational fare.

The UCC is, in effect, asking the
FCC to substitute its judgment for
that of the licensees of WUAB and
WQHS. The approach urged by the

1. have as a significant purpose
serving the educational and
informational needs of children
ages 16 and under

2. be aired between the hours of
7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

3. be regularly scheduled on a
weekly basis

4. be at least 30 minutes in length

5. have an educational and informational objective and the target child audience as specified
by the licensee in writing in its
Children's Television Programming Report (FCC Form 398)
6. be identified on -air and in program guides as educational or
informational.
In addition, beginning Sept. 19, 2006,

UCC would place the FCC in the role

TV stations are required to identify a
core children's program with the sym-

of evaluating programming content
and, more ominously, regulating on

bol "E/I" on screen throughout the program's entire broadcast. Licensees facing

the basis of that evaluation. This

upcoming license renewal applications

raises the question of how the FCC,
under the First Amendment, could

will need to ensure that the required

determine how good a program
must be to pass muster under the

Children's Programming Reports have
been properly prepared and filed in a
timely manner with the FCC.

children's programming rules.

The FCC has not acted on the
UCC's first two license renewal challenges, and it is unlikely that we will

see action on the new petitions any
time soon. It also is uncertain when

broadcastengineering.com

Harry C. Martin is the immediate -past
president of the Federal Communications Bar Association and a member of
Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth PLC.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
harry_martin@pnmediahusiness.com
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think video. think Terayon.
Digital video changes everything - how we brand, communicate, entertain and inform.
Terayon accelerates your ability to evolve and capitalize on new business opportunities
brought on by this digital revolution.

Terayon enables you to deliver picture perfect results

where it matters most - on the screen and on your bottom line.

TERA Y N
www.terayon.com

info@terayon.com

evolve faster.
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Audio
multiplexing
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

elivery of television to

,

Et

private homes requires
the transmission of video
and audio signals. This requires some
form of multiplexing of the two mes-

Lower edge
of channel

Upper edge
of channel
1

6MHz

4

4-1.25MHz -.14

sages for transmission down a common communications path, e.g.

4.5MHz

0.75MHz:4

4.2MHz
3.58MHz

medium, circuit or channel. Early
developments resulted in the concept
of frequency -division multiplexing

(FDM). The advent of digital technology brought with it the concept of
time -division multiplexing (TDM).

Typical FDM applications
In 1941, when television came of
age in the United States, the VHF, and
later the UHF, spectra were organized

Video

Color

Audio

carrier

subcarrier

carrier

into 6MHz channels, carrying separate video and audio carriers, with a
spacing of 4.5MHz. The video carrier
uses negative amplitude modulation,

Figure 1. Details of an NTSC transmission channel

with a vestigial lower sideband of
0.75MHz and a full upper sideband

The receiver amplifies the two
carriers in a single intermediate

of 4.2MHz. The audio carrier is frequency modulated and has a p -p deviation of ±25kHz.

frequency (IF) amplifier. The vid-

eo detector recovers the original
4.2MHz video spectrum and creates

III

1,1

Digital cable ready TVs and DVRs
illion units will be deployed by 2010

a 4.5MHz beat (intercarrier), amplitude modulated by the video information and frequency modulated by
the audio information. A limiter removes the amplitude modulation of
the 4.5MHz intercarrier, and an FM
detector recovers the original audio
information.
When color was added in 1953, the

color information was transmitted
140

by amplitude and phase modulation
of a suppressed chrominance subcarrier with a center frequency of about
3.58MHz, an odd multiple of half the
horizontal scanning frequency. The
chosen subcarrier frequency resulted
in frequency domain interleaving of
the two spectra, resulting in a minimal crosstalk between them.
Figure 1 shows the FDM spectrum

122

120
100

80

0

60
40
7

20

of an NTSC channel. In 1984, the
FCC adopted the BTSC Stereo TV

0

2006

2010

format, which is similar to FM stereo

Year
Source: TOG Research
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but has the ability to carry two additional audio channels, namely the
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SONY
THE NEW WAY TO BROADCAST.
L Lvve
. ve been putting three times as

many head hours on our decks
as the typical commercial station.))
Jim Gale,

Director of Engineering, KNME

Optical disc transforms
the economics at KNME.
Tape -based studio operations are the old way of broadcasting.

The XDCAM'" disc -based system is the new way. "The
biggest challenge in public television is finding operating
dollars, rather than equipment dollars," says Jim Gale,
director of engineering and operations at Albuquerque's

KNME. "We have to consolidate and become more
efficient. We were desperate for a format that was very
economical to not only use but maintain. That's a big reason

why we fell in love with the XDCAM format. There are such
great savings in operations. The media only costs '30
and lasts 50 years; there's no better bargain than that."

"Another reason we chose XDCAM decks: they have only
three moving parts. We've been putting three times as many
head hours on our decks as the typical commercial station.
That's because we program every minute of the day, just

like a network operator would do. We need a format, a
video transport that is very reliable and easy to maintain.
XDCAM delivers."

"The tests we've run have been perfect. In operations,
the quality of the engineering in the product. And I've never

seen Mr. Rogers look so good, because it looks like the
satellite feed. It's really, quite frankly, the most exciting
thing I've seen in my 30 -year career."

Higher archival quality and lower operating cost... that's
The New Way of Business.

Visit www.sony.com/XDCAM for
offers, more information and to
get your informational Disc Set.

XDCA/111...

THE NEW WAY OF BUSINESS'"
WIRELESS NETWORKING I VIDEO OVER IP

AV/R

15 X 9

MULTI -FORMAT HD SNMP

PROXY EDIT

DISC -BASED RECORDING

o 2005 Sony Electron.cs Inc All rights reserved. Features and specification. a., suthect to change without notice. Reproduction in whole or in aart without women permission is prohibiter
Sony and XDCAM are trademarks of Sony. The New Way of Business lea service mark of Sony.

www.broadeastengineenngcom
"We selected Omneon servers and
shared storage for playout, and have
since connected our production
processes. Omneon is the one
solution that fits our tight budget,
meets all our requirements today and
supports us as our needs change."

data streams have a considerable

secondary audio program (SAP) and
a low -fidelity audio channel.
Left plus right mono information is
transmitted in the same way as in stereo FM. A 15,734.25Hz pilot is used,
which allows it to be phase -locked to

amount of overhead. This is due to
the fact that the horizontal and vertical blanking intervals are empty,
except for four words of data identifying the end of the active line (EAV)

Helge Blucher
Vice President
Detroit Public Television

Aural
carrier
deviation

Stereo subchannel
supressed carrier AM
dbx encoded

kHz
50
40

Main
channel

30

L -R

Secondary
audio channel

20

FM

L+R
10

Professional
channel
,

fH

2fH

3fH

4;H

5fH

6fH

I

,

I

i

6.5fH 7fH

Baseband

frequency

pilot
15,734.25Hz

Detroit Public Television operates on a very
tight budget with limited resources. When it
came time to select a media server, they
needed a cost-effective solution that gave
them both operational efficiencies and the
flexibility to satisfy multiple requirements.

With Omneon Spectrum media servers,
Detroit Public TV implemented a solution that
worked across their entire operation. Built
around the concept of Smart ScalabilityTm,
Omneon Spectrum systems can be configured
to meet precise format, channel count,
bandwidth and storage specifications. What's
more, Omneon Spectrum systems can then be
expanded in smart, manageable incrementswithout replacing the original system and in
many cases, without taking the system
off-line.

Figure 2. BTSC signal baseband spectrum

the horizontal scanning frequency

and another set of four words iden-

(fH). A double sideband suppressed
carrier, at twice the frequency of the
pilot, transmits the left minus right
stereo information.
The SAP channel is located at five
times the pilot frequency and is frequency modulated. It may be used to
carry a second language or an independent program source.

tifying the start of the next active

Finally, a professional audio chan-

It's not just
what you serve.

nel may be added at 6.5 times the

It's who.

sion people. Figure 2 shows the BTSC

pilot frequency. This is a low -fidelity

channel used for data or voice messages. FDM is popular with televibaseband spectrum.

Typical TDM applications

24

insertion of ancillary data such as
digital audio.

The 4:2:2 component digital standard can easily accommodate eight
AES/EBU signals (eight stereo pairs

or 16 individual audio channels)

A professional audio channel may be
added at 6.5 times the pilot frequency ...
for data or voice messages.

To leam more about the unique advantages of
an Omneon Spectrum media server system
visit www.omneon.com.

OMNEON

line (SAV). The rest of the horizontal
blanking interval is available for the

An important TDM application is
the insertion of digital audio signals
into a digital video data stream. This
is possible because the digital video

broadcastengineering.com

and leave a considerable amount of
overhead for other uses. The ANSI/
SMPTE 272M document defines the
manner in which AES/EBU digital
audio data, AES/EBU auxiliary data
and associated control information
is embedded into the ancillary data
space of the bit -serial digital video
conforming to the ANSI/SMPTE
259M standard.
The 4:2:2 525/59.94 component
digital signal can accommodate 268
ancillary data words in the unused
NOVEMBER 2005

your news matters
CNN DC

CNN HN Atlanta
CNN NY New York
CNN.net Atlanta
KHOU Houston
KNBC Los Angeles
KOMO Seattle
KPTV Beaverton
KPDX Beaverton
KQED San Francisco
KRON San Francisco
KTVT Fort Worth

KUTV Salt Lake City
KVEA Los Angeles
KVUE Austin
KWHY acs Angeles

Telemundo Network Miami
TUTV Puerto Rico
WCAX Burlington
WCPO Cincinnati
WFTV Orlando
W FXT Boston
WOFL Orlando
WTMJ Milwaukee

partial list - some stations have multiple Evphonix consoles

Our 15 year old analog audio
board was becoming problematic and short
of inputs and IFBs. Max Air covered all our
requirements, including additional channels,
is all -digital, and opens up the possibility
of incorporating surround elements into ow
local shows. It has made a big difference to
our broadcasts.
400#

Ernie Saldana
Assistant Chief Engineer KVUE

Max Air at KVUE

When it comes to the fast -paced environment of the news room

The System 5 and Max Air models can be tailored to exactly meet

you need an audio console that is reliable and easy to operate

your current and future news requirements with a simple upgrade

with enough features to handle the most demanding shows. Join

path and comprehensive features including surround, full integration

the growing number of news rooms that have chosen either the

with your facility router, automation connectivity to external GPIs,

Euphonix System 5 or Max Air and improve the quality of your

and a modular I/O system. Most importantly, the consoles are easy

audio while making life easier for the operator.

to learn and operate in a fast -paced on -air environment.

Be Sure
euphonix.com
©2005 Euphonix, Inc All rights reserved 220 Portage Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94306 Phone: (650) 855-0400 Fax (650) 855-0410
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data space between the
EAV timing reference and
SAV timing reference.
Figure 3 shows the ancil-

J

O

interface.
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4- Horizontal blanking interval 276 words

Ancillary data space T SAV

EAV

lary data packet structure
for the 4:2:2 component
digital

<

A

o
00
0 >X

u_

(n

u_

268 words

CI

00
0
C=3

>-

>.<

Each

packet can carry a maximum of 262 10 -bit parallel
words. A six -word header
precedes the ancillary data
and contains a three -word

H

ancillary data flag (ADF),
marking the beginning of

H

H

H

Ancillary data

Ancillary data

Ancillary data

packet #1

packet #2

packet #3

the ancillary data packet

Ancillary data
packet #N

(values are 000, 3FF, 3FF,
respectively), an optional

data identification (DID)
word identifying the user
data, an optional data block

number (DBN) word and
a data count (DC) word.
A variable number of
data words, not exceeding

u- U- CI
U- U-

O
O

Ancillary data (maximum of 266 user data words)

C-3

O 03
O

C43

CI

Header

C/)

Checksum

255, follows. The packet is Figure 3. Ancillary data packet structure for 4:2:2 525/59.94 format
closed by a checksum (CS)
word, allowing the receiver
AES/EBU data stream 1
to determine the validity of
Frame 0 -0,1
the packet.
4-Subframe
Subframe 2-14
Multiple, contiguous, anz
Channe: 1
V
Channe: 2
cillary data packets may be

inserted in any ancillary
data space. They must follow immediately after the
EAV to indicate the presence of the auxiliary data
and the start of a packet. If
there is no ADF in the first
three words of an ancillary
data space, it is assumed
that no ancillary data packets are present.

Sync
4 bits

Aux.
4 bits

Audio
20 bits

V
1

U
1

P
1

data
and AES/EBU
data stream 2) are format-

C

P

1

1

AES/EBU data stream 2

4- Frame 0
4-Subframe

Subframe 2

Channe: 1

V

Channe: 2

y

4,

Sync
4 bits

Aux.
4 bits

Audio
20 bits

V

U

1

1

P

Sync
bit bit bit bit 4 bits
1

1

Aux.
4 bits

23 bits of data

Audio
20 bits

V

U

C

1

\/ .\7
;

(AES/EBU

LL

:4- EAV

LL
LL

O

03

O

,

7-

C.4

X

4- Heade --. 4- Samp:e pair

X

NJ

CO

>-

Samp:e pair--.

SAV

4- Audio group
4- Audio data packet 19 words

Anci::ary data space 268 words

Figure 4. Audio data packet formatting from two AES/EBU data streams

A six -word header starts the audio
data packet.

To begin the embedding sequence,

frame 0 of AES/EBU data stream
1 provides data from its subframe
1 and subframe 2. Each of these

broadcastengineering.com

1

bit bit bit bit

23 bits of data

AES1/CH1IAES1/CH2iAES2/CHIAES2/CH2

ted for embedding into a

26

1

bit bit bit bit

z

1

4:2:2 525/59.94 component
digital signal. Here are the
steps involved:

Audio
20 bits

Aux.
4 bits

23 bits of data - - 23 bits of data

Figure 4 shows an example in which two data
streams
stream

Sync

1

bit bit bit bit 4 bits

subframes is stripped of the four
sync bits, the four auxiliary bits and

the P bit. The remaining 20 bits of
NOVEMBER 2005

Controlled balance fine-tuned
The 519 is the first professional fluid video head in the wond with an interchangeable and adjustable
counterbalance spring, allowing it to support camcorders from 2.2 to 22 lbs, and provide
counterbalance that can be fine-tuned anywhere from 3.3 to 19.8 lbs - a range that makes
the Manfrotto 519 ideal for all kinds of equipment from MiniDV to ENG.
Specifications:
Height - 5.9" 1 Half Ball - 75mm I Weight - 6.4 lbs 1 Max load - 22 lbs
Tilt - +91.5° -90° I Pan/Tilt drag - continuous variable

Also available as a kit with our leading video tripod models
525MVB, 351MVB, 532ART and 542ART

Manfrotto distributed by:

Bogen Imaging Inc

Manfrotto

201 818 9500 www.bogenimaging.us

info@bogenimaging.com
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channel number, and a parity is cal-

Bit address

Word X

Word X+1

Word X+2

b9

not b8

not b8

not b8

b8

audio 5

audio 14

P

b7

audio 4

audio 13

C

Conclusion
The distribution of digital audio

b6

audio 3

audio 12

U

and video signals inside a TV studio

b5

audio 2

audio 11

V

complex using a single coaxial cable is

b4

audio 1

audio 10

audio 19 (MSB)

advantageous if the multiplexed signal does not have to be processed sep-

b3

audio 0 (LSB)

audio 9

audio 18

b2

channel 1

audio 8

audio 17

bl

channel 0

audio 7

audio 16

b0

Z

audio 6

audio 15

Table 1. Formatted audio data structure

culated on the 26 bits, excluding all b9
address bits.

arately - if the product is ready for
distribution or transmission. However, if the video signal has to feed a
production switcher for further processing, the audio has to be demultiplexed and processed separately. This
may prove to be awkward and costly.
If the signal has to exit the produc-

audio and the V, U and C bits -a
total of 23 bits of subframe 1 - are

Subsequent horizontal blanking intervals will accommodate frame 1

tion area for distribution or transmission to other locations, the data

mapped into three consecutive 10 bit words identified as X, X+1 and
X+2 of AES1/CH1.
The 23 bits of subframe 2 are similarly mapped into three consecutive

of AES/EBU data stream 1 and data
stream 2, frame 2 of AES/EBU data

stream has to be demultiplexed and
encoded into an MPEG data stream
in order to fit the capabilities of the
chosen common carrier. Whether to
embed is a decision that requires a
clear understanding of the predictable and unpredictable operational
and distribution requirements.
BE

stream 1 and data stream 2, and
so on until the 192 frames (each
constituting one AES/EBU block)

If the video signal has to feed a production
switcher for further processing, the audio has to be
demultiplexed and processed separately.
10 -bit words identified as X, X+1

of each of the two AES/EBU data
streams are embedded.

and X+2 of AES1/CH2.

AES1/CH1 and AES1/CH2 form a
sample pair.

To continue the embedding se-

From then on, a new block of 192
frames coming from the two AES/
EBU data streams will be embed-

quence, frame 0 of AES/EBU data

ded, and the process will continue.

stream 2 provides data from its sub frame 1 and subframe 2. These data
are similarly reduced to 23 bits and
result in sample pair AES2/CH1 and
AES2/CH2.

At the receiving end, the packets
are extracted and fill a 64 -sample
buffer from which the original data
are extracted at a constant bit rate
and reformatted.

Michael Robin, fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquarters,
is an independent broadcast consultant
located in Montreal. He is co-author of
"Digital Television Fundamentals," published by McGraw-Hill and translated into
Chinese and Japanese.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
michael robin@primediabusiness.com

calling 800-262-4729.

The two consecutive sample pairs
form an audio group.

The 19 -word audio data packet
closes with a CS word.
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The second edition of

Digital
Michael Robin's book
Television
may be ordered directly
Fundamentals from the publisher by

Table 1 shows the audio data structure represented by the three 10 -bit

The book is available
from several
booksellers.

data words. Two bits indicate the

View an online product demo
whenever you see this logo.
www.broadcastengineering.corn
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More HD programming.
More dramatic imagery.
More reasons to choose Canon.
PORTABLE
(Sports, Entertainment
Special Events)

(NE ws, Documentary

Spots, Reality TV)

DIGI SUPER100xs

DIGI SUPER 22xs

DIGI SUPER86TELExs
DIGI SUPER86xs
DIGI SUPER75xs
DIGI SUPER6Oxs

EXCLUSIVE! COMPACT LENS

DIGI SUPER25xs
DIGI SUPER23xs

MEW! ENG/HD
Hr_7ex7.713 SERIES
Hr...1ex4.713 SERIES

HPlex7.513 SERIES
HJ22ex7.6B SERIES
H140x1413 IASD-V
HJ40x1013 IASD-V

SD
DIGI SUPER62
DIGI SUPER62TELE

Maximize Your Camera's Performance'.

Find out more at canonbroadcast.com

mageANYWARE

1 -800 -321 -HDTV (Canada: 905-795-2012)
02005 Caon USA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Caron is a registered traderni rk of Can,' Ire. in the United States and mat also be a
registered trademark( or aradema* in other countries. IMAGEWYWARE is a trademark of Canon USA., Inc.
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RAI
D
for broadcast
4

BY BRAD GILMER

now, most broadcasters

downtime, then this feature can be key.

the extra drive ready to go at a mo-

have heard the term RAID.
RAID stands for redundant
array of inexpensive disks. Typically,
RAID systems work by storing a little
bit of extra information called parity

Hot-swappable drives have special
connectors that are designed to break
and make connections in a specific

ment's notice.

By

bits along with the regular data. If a
disk fails, these parity bits allow the
array to rebuild data.
This month we will focus on key fea-

order so that components are not
destroyed as the drive is removed or
installed. Many people think that hot
swappable also means that the drive
will automatically rebuild (see next
point); however, this is not necessar-

tures and considerations for RAIDs
used in the broadcast and post -production environments.
There are a number of features that

ily the case.

are important in generic RAID applications. The following are a list of fea-

drive to be reconstructed from the data

Rebuild in background
This feature allows the data on a
on other good drives in the array. As

SNMP and other
remote monitoring
This is one of my favorite topics when

it comes to RAID arrays, and it is one
I would encourage you to think about
carefully. If one of the characteristics
of a RAID array is to keep on working
even when a drive fails, how will you
know when a drive fails? If you lose a

drive in a RAID array and then lose
another drive in the same array before
the first drive is replaced and rebuilt,
will the RAID array keep working?

The answer to the first question

It is extremely important that you monitor the
health of the RAID array on
a regular basis.
tures and considerations that are especially important for broadcasters who
are contemplating using RAID in their
facilities for video and audio content.

Easy access to drives
All of us have seen RAID arrays that
have large numbers of drives right at
the front of the storage device. But I
have seen some RAID implementa-

noted above, RAID arrays can recreate
missing data on the fly so the application never notices a drive has failed.

second drive fails.

RAID arrays can also put this capability to work to recreate the data
and write it to a new drive once it is
installed in the array. Of course, you
would expect this functionality to be

ray on a regular basis. In some cases,

pose of having the RAID in the first
place. If you have to shut the system

available. But be careful. You may or
may not be able to rebuild the data on
the new drive without having to shut
down the array. This used to be an exotic feature, but it is becoming much
more common. If this functionality is
important to you, be sure to ask for it.

down entirely, take the equipment
out of the rack and unscrew a lot of

Online spare

hardware to get to the drives, then you
might as well have a single disk.

can be put online - in some cases,

tions where the drives were buried
deep inside the storage system. I would
argue that this design negates the pur-

Not-swappable drives
Many RAID arrays are designed so
that drives can be replaced while the
unit is still in service. If the objective
of having a RAID solution is to avoid
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is that you will not have any notice
that a drive has failed if you are not
monitoring the RAID's status. The
answer to the second question is that
the RAID will not keep working if a

It is extremely important that you
monitor the health of the RAID ar-

RAID monitoring is built into the
application. If a drive quits, the application lets the operator know.
But many times, especially when using generic (non -broadcast) applica-

tions, there is no notification to the
user that a drive has failed. With that
said, every RAID array I have ever

seen has provisions for monitoring
drive status, and almost all of them
have remote monitoring provisions.

Be sure to incorporate monitorWhen a drive fails, the extra drive
automatically. This can be a valuable
option for critical RAID arrays. Remember, however, that the drive will
still have to be rebuilt. Because there
is no way to know in advance which
drive will fail, it is impossible to have

broadcastengineering.com

ing of RAID arrays into your overall maintenance system. If you fail
to do this, you are wasting the value
of RAID. Eventually, two drives will
fail. When they do, you will be in the
same position you would be in with
a single large drive.
As Figure 1 on page 32 shows, the
vulnerable period begins when a drive
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I'VE ALWAYS HAD A CREATIVE VISION.

NOW I HAVE A
WORKSTATION THAT
CAN BRING IT TO LIFE.
Dell recommends Windows' XP Professional
Say hello to Dell and Adobe® and say goodbye

DELL PRECISION- 470

DELL PRECISION- M20

to creative constraints. Dell Precision" workstations
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Monitor Not Included

for your small business.

ATI Mobility" FireGL" V3100 64MB PCI Express" OpenGL Graphics
24x CD Burner/DVD Combo Drive
Service:" Tech Support)

128MB PCIe x16 NVIDIA Quadro® FX 1400 Graphics Card,
add $350

Recommended Upgrades:
80GB4 (5400 RPM) Hard Drive, add $80

3-Yr Business Essential Service Plan 124x7 Same -Day On -Site

Service advanced Tech Support), add $408

Dell" UltraSharr 1905FP 19' Flat Panel Display, add $499

Software, documentation or
packaging may vary from retail version.

Genuine Windows® XP Professional
14.1' SXGA+ Active Matrix Display
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Premiere Pro 1.5, Adobe
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Adobe

generation digital urging
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in an array fails and lasts until

0
0
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O

the drive has been replaced,
rebuilt and is back online. If,
One drive in RAID array fails

during this vulnerable period,

another drive fails, then the
RAID array will fail and data

Time from drive fai ure to replacement

will not be available. If you are

not monitoring the health of

I

your RAID systems on a regu-

-J

failure to replacement may

Time to rebuild drive and put back online

lar basis, the time from drive
become

exceedingly

Vulnerable period

long,

exposing you to a potential
complete RAID failure.

Dual power supplies
and redundant
cooling

Time

Figure 1 -The vulnerable period begins when a drive in a RAID fails and lasts until
the new drive is installed, rebuilt and back online.

Dual power supplies and redundant

cooling are quite common in RAID
arrays. If you have an important service that you want to protect with a
RAID array, be sure your array has
these features.

The array should continue to work
with a failed cooling fan. I have seen
a number of RAID arrays that incor-

portant to have remote monitoring

porate fan speeds and temperature
alarms into their remote monitor-

Redundant controllers
If you are looking to eliminate

ing facilities. Because drives can fail
when they get too hot, it can be im-

downtime, then you should look at

on cooling systems.

the entire system, not just at the disks.

-1111111111.
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Clear... Unclear... /
RhinoPRO

Antwkilovaeript.

Don't Let Sloppy Handwriting Ruin Your Reputation.

oA

The Choice is Clear-Of course, you want
customers to regard you as a professional.
But let's face it - labeling your work with
pen and tape is not a good reflection
of your work. That's why so many
installers have found an easier way
to label quickly, permanently
and professionally, for under
$150. Their solution?
RhinoPRO 5000. The

affordable, portable
label printer.
Labeling at the Touch of a Button
Exclusive Hot KeysTM help let you

label with one touch of a button:
WRAP Hot Key - simply select by
wire gauge size or cable type to
create wraps at the touch of
a button.
PPANEL Hot Key - creates perfect
patch panel labels for one port, 48
ports or a whole rack at the press of
a button.

FIXED Hot Key - creates fixed length labels
for faceplates, jacks and a variety of work area
applications.

Labels that Last and Last
RhinoPRO combines thermal transfer technology
and industrial strength adhesives for smear -proof
labels that stick and stay stuck on smooth, highly
textured and curved surfaces. RhinoPRO labels resist
chemicals, solvents, water, heat and UV light.
Sign Your Work with Pride
Use RhinoPRO 5000 to put the
f nishing touch on all your
installations.
Available at Accu-Tech, CSC, MilesTek and Worthington

How do you sign
YOUR work?
www.dymo.com/industrial
02005 DYMO Corporation. DYMO is a registered trademark al Esselte Corporation. RhinoPRO is a trademark of Esselte Corporation. A1742_01
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RAIDs were developed to provide redundancy for rotating storage media,
and they perform this task well (especially when vigilantly monitored).
However, electrical components do
fail, and a RAID array connected to a
single controller will not protect you

from a controller failure. The disk
controller is the electrical interface

I-

0

between the computer and the storage
unit. In many higher -end systems, you
can purchase a second controller as an
option. If one of the controllers quits,
the other takes over. Occasionally, you
will see this described in literature as

dual redundant controllers, but this

If during the rebuild time you lose

2. Plug the drive back in. Do you see

another drive, the entire RAID system
will fail. While the chances of experiencing two drive failures within a few

any indication that the drive has
been installed either in the application running on the array or on
your monitoring system? Does
the drive begin rebuilding by itself, or do you have to do something to initiate a rebuild? How
long does it take before the drive

hours of each other are remote, it is
important to know that during the rebuild time, your system is vulnerable.

Testing
The best way to know for sure that
your RAID system supports the features you expect is to test it. Assuming

your system supports hot swapping
and rebuilding in background, try the
following:
1. Pull out a drive while the system

seems a little redundant to me.

Rebuild time
It's important to know how long it
takes your system to rebuild after a
drive replacement. The more time it
takes to rebuild and place a new drive
online, the longer you're exposed.

is in operation (hopefully during commissioning tests, and not
when it is actually on -air!). Does
the system keep running normally? Do you see any indication that
the drive has failed either in the
application running on the RAID
or on your monitoring system?

is online again and ready to use?

RAID systems are great examples
of how broadcasters can leverage IT
technology to create more reliable
platforms for their applications. But
it is important to understand the features available and how they work to
be sure that you get the expected performance from your array.

BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.
SEND

Send questions and comments to:
brad_gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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low-cost, risk -free
and it works'
Newsbox - the big integrated news system in a little box
...from just $199K

Now every broadcaster can match the look and speed of even the largest stations. Newsbox is a complete
pre-packaged system. It can be up, running and on air in just a few hours; oh yes, and every Newsbox
comes with a 5 year QCare warranty. It's time to think inside the box, Newsbox.

Newsbox is News to Go'
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SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

KAHUNA - THE PRODUCTION
SWITCHER THAT
DEFIES DEFINITION

Standard definition? High definition?
With Kahuna you don't have to worry.
It can handle either of them - separately
or at the same time. It can even
incorporate SD sources into HD
productions without upconversion.

KAHUNA

Kahuna is the most versatile switcher
on the market. And the most economical.
Kahuna lets you take control of your
transition to HD without having to
re -equip with all -HD sources - and
without having to put an upconverter
on every SD input.

Even if you have no plans to go HD just
yet, you can install Kahuna in SD only.
Then when you are good and ready,
upgrade to full multi -format SD/HD
operation, with no operational disruption.

Every source has its own
user -configurable
mnemonic identification

N
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Each of the four comprehensive M/E
banks has:
Four keyers able to perform luma,
linear, and chroma keying
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Five transition wipe generators

Still store and clipstore
RGB color correction
Four utility buses

Timeline, DMEM and Macro capability
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Each keyer has its own re -size capability
with effects:
3D DVE send -and -return architecture
enables images to be manipulated
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Integration of SD and HD sources is
carried out by FormatFusion engines
(four per M/E):
FormatFusion engines can float
between background A/B buses and
keyer buses
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KAHUNA

1 M/E Control Panel

2 M/E Control Panel

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

KAHUNA INTEGRATES SD SOURCES INTO
HD PROGRAMS WITHOUT UPCONVERSION
Example of HD Output from a Single M/E Using Mixed SD/HD Inputs
HD background B

Animation via one of
the internal clip stores

Kahuna is the first production switcher
system in the world to offer simultaneous
standard definition and high definition
operation in the same mainframe with
the same control panel.

3

KAHUNA

Wipe bar provided
by Utility Bus

HD background A

SD hand held camera
shot using FormatFusion
and resize engine

Even more remarkably, thanks to a
new technology called FormatFusion,
it enables you to integrate any SD
material, such as camera feeds,
graphics or archives into live HD
productions, seamlessly, without
the need for upconversion.

SD character
generator output
using FormatFusion
and resize engine

HD camera studio shot
`squeezed back' using
picture resize engine and
HD 3D DVE page turn effect

The most advanced production switcher
in the world deserves the best support.
That's why we've designed Kahuna
Care. It's a package of service options
designed to ensure that Kahuna
continues to meet your operational
requirements at all times.

FORMATFUSION

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

AT LAST.

COMPLETE FORMAT FREEDOM

--

Z
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+No

Integrates SD sources into HD
productions
No need to replace all SD equipment
No need for expensive upconversion
Can cut SD and HD simultaneously

Legacy
Legacy-compatible
-compatible and future -proof
Feature set and formats field-upgradable
through software
Puts you in control of your transition
to HD

Competitively priced throughout

Robust system design ensures reliability
Compact size, less weight, lower power
consumption
Option of four twin channels/8 channels
of 3D DVE with warps, lighting and
trail store

the range

Resource -sharing maximizes M/E use
Familiar, intuitive control panels

KAHUNA

www.snellwilcox.com

FORMATFUSION

NLE
rendering:
Multiple solutions
BY STEVE MULLEN

Back in the linear age, the

stage for another type of effects -

system memory. Using double buff-

words render and real time
were not uttered as FX was
incorporated into productions. Even
in the early days of the nonlinear age,
these concepts were not required.
That's because while the media was

real-time rendered effects that were

ering, the buffer is drawn upon at

not of final recordable quality.

exactly 29.97fps and sent to both an
overlay on the RGB monitor and to
the NTSC/HD analog output.

stored on nonlinear devices and a
computer controlled the editing process, special effects were performed in
a DVE and CG that was controlled by
the controller. The media stream nev-

There are four fundamental techniques employed to produce previews

- each with its own advantages and
disadvantages. The fundamental division is between the use of render buffers and the use of quality reduction.
Both of these categories exist in two
forms: static and dynamic.

Static render buffer

Engineering's August 2005 issue.)

computers with large amounts of

As computers became faster, it was
computer. An A/D converter digitized
the audio and video. It was now possible to perform dissolves and wipes.
Wipes were performed by bit-BLT operations that simply moved one array
of video across another. For anything
more complex, video was still passed
to an external DVE. It was definitely
necessary to produce 3-D effects using external hardware.

emptied. At intermediate workloads,

the number of frames in the buffer
will slowly drop over time. If, however,

a complex effect - or a combination
of effects - is encountered, the buffer

er entered the computer. (See "Post production evolution," in Broadcast

possible to route video through the

When there are no FX, the buffer fills
with rendered frames. When the effect
workload is light, the buffer will not be

As it became cost-effective to equip

may be emptied quickly.

RAM, it became practical to render effects at less -than -real-time speed into
a RAM buffer. Upon pressing "preview
play," the buffer was filled. Then, the
RAM buffer would play out the video

to both RGB and NTSC/HD monitors. The output rate would be exactly

29.97fps. Sony Vegas uses this approach. The disadvantage is obvious:
the disturbing wait before playback.
Naturally, the move to HD has only
exacerbated the problems of working

Sandra Scagliotti uses the Canopus
EDIUS Pro 3 for native editing and real-

Eventually, the operations performed by a box could be performed on

with a static buffer. Because of the huge

time processing to mix video content
for Vaterman Broadcasting's NBC and

increase in frame size, rendering time

ABC affiliates in Ft. Meyers, FL.

a computer board. From there, the
circuitry shrank to a single IC that
could be mounted on the board that

increases many fold. And naturally,
the buffer must be significantly larger
- large enough that only a 32 -bit OS

playback on a fast machine, when
no effects are being output, the PC

digitized video and audio.
Then, two types of FX could be employed. Simple wipes were performed
by the computer's CPU. Complex FX
were performed by ICs. Although both
types of effects were rendered (most
folks only talked about the computer

can allocate and manage the buffer.

effects as rendered effects if the effects'

video stream were to be recorded to
videotape), naturally the rendered effects had to be real-time effects.

In an effort to drive NLE prices
lower, engineers realized that there
was a distinction between preview
video and recorded video. This set the

NOVEMBER 2005

Dynamic render buffer
To eliminate the delay before a
video preview begins, a far more sophisticated design was developed by
Canopus. Upon initiating a preview,
the PC's processor decompresses one
or more video streams to 4:2:2 YUV
frames. Then, based on the structure
of the timeline, effects are rendered in
the correct order to each frame. The
PC's processor renders all effects.
Each rendered, uncompressed frame
is then stored in a large buffer held in

Effect placement is critical. During

processor will render effects further
down the timeline and fill the buffer.
This makes the spacing of effects important for real-time operation.
A complex effect can be kept in real
time if preceded by a period without
effects. If, however, demanding effects
are placed too close together, real-time

output may not be maintained. While
this FX technology can work beautifully, it is impossible to guarantee a
real-time preview because it depends
on the nature of the timeline itself.

A variation of this technology is
background rendering. Apple's Final

broadcastengineering.com
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Cut Pro and iMovie use this tech-
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Dynamic quality reduction

nology. As soon as an effect has been

Rather than choosing a fixed real-

defined (or after a defined period of
time), rendering begins with output

time product strategy, it is possible for
an NLE's rendering engine to analyze

to a double -buffered disk file.

a timeline and generate a rendering
approach that maximizes real-time
performance. To maximize perfor-

If you are the type of person who
writes with spell check turned off so
as not to interrupt the flow of words,
this is a great system, especially because it is so easy for the render task
to be spawned to one or more threads
- something dual -core processors are
perfectly equipped to handle. Conversely, if you like to fine-tune each
effect before moving on, background
rendering will be of little value to you.

Static quality reduction
Media 100 engineers first implemented a scheme that enabled transitions to be previewed by only working
with one field from each stream. (Only

working with fields is not practical
with MPEG-2 because an entire frame
must be decoded to obtain video.)

mance, the engine can define the rendering technique to be employed for
every frame. (Final Cut Pro uses this
approach.)
The editor can select strategies that

maximize video quality or optimize
preview frame rate. When the former
is selected, the engine will not need to
operate at 29.97fps, though every effort is made to keep playback smooth.
Conversely, to achieve perfect play-

back, obvious options are to skip
fields or use every other pixel on a
line. This degrades quality as needed
to keep preview speed at 29.97fps.
By selecting neither constraint, the
engine maximizes both image quality
and playback quality. One downside
to Apple's technology is that as part of
its approach in reducing image quality effect, features are simply dropped.
For example, a blur on a transition's
edge is eliminated.
Avid offers a similar type of rendering
engine. However, no effect features are

eo streams by using a graphics processor unit (GPU). Data streams are
transferred from disk via the PCI bus
to buffers in system RAM. The PC's
CPU grabs the data directly from system RAM and decompresses it.

For complex 3-D effects, uncompressed video from system RAM is
transferred via the AGP bus to graphics RAM. The GPU on the AGP card

then generates the complex effects.
By using a GPU to render effects, not

only are complex effects rendered
rapidly, but also the total data transfer
load is balanced between two separate
PC busses - PCI and AGP.

After the GPU renders effects, the
resulting uncompressed frame is
held in graphics RAM. This is a per-

fect location. From here, the frame
can be output via the graphics card's
DVI/VGA port to provide an editor
with a real-time preview. It can also
be output as real-time analog video.

Hardware returns
While it is possible to compress DV

using a computer's CPU, real-time
HD MPEG-2 encoding is far from being a reality. This can cost many hours
of encoding before a timeline can be
recorded.

eliminated to increase performance.

A potential solution is to incorpo-

These types of subtle distinctions make

rate a hardware MPEG-2 encoder. Although this will add cost and perhaps
prevent HDV laptop editing, it has two
advantages. Obviously, it enables direct

it impossible to compare NLEs based
on the number of real-time effects or
the number of real-time streams.

HD recording without an encoding

Hybrid approaches
invest the necessary engineering resources, it is possible to develop rendering engines that combine multiple

delay. It also supports the output of an
MPEG-2 TS stream via FireWire to an
HDV camcorder that in turn converts
it to an HD analog component output
for display on an HD monitor. An al-

technologies. Vegas, for example, offers

ternative, provided by the Canopus

several levels of image quality reduction. It would be possible to combine
this approach with dynamic rendering

EDIUS NX, is a PCI board that outputs
SD/HD analog component video.

Clearly, if a corporation is willing to
Pinnacle's Liquid Edition PRO is an ex-

ample of a system that uses a graphics processor unit to support real-time

review of many video streams. The
screen capture above is of the editing
interface, showing A -B windows, the
open timeline and the source files.

Other variations on this approach are
to reduce the amount of data rendered
by using only every other horizontal
pixel or to drop frames as needed, which

results in playback stuttering - even
though the effect may be claimed to be
real time. A better approach would be
to simply skip every other frame, thereby outputting smooth 15fps video.
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quality. Dynamic rendering quality
could also be combined with a dynamic render buffer so that it would be less
sensitive to timeline complexity.

Hardware remains
Pinnacle's Liquid Edition PRO supports real-time preview of many vid-

broadcastengineering.com

When hardware DV and MPEG codecs are incorporated in an NLE, these
systems will function much like linear
editors of the last century when every
type of output was real time.
BE
Steve Mullen is owner of Digital Video
Consulting, which provides consulting
and conducts seminars on digital video
technology.
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Lakewood Church
designs
for a live
and TV
audience
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Lakewood Church began with

could not handle the growing con-

its first meeting in a feed store

to a more suitable building, and its
congregation grew through outreach
in the community, books written by

gregation. Traffic was backed up for
miles. Add to this the burgeoning international television outreach, and
the church knew it needed something
bigger. The church signed a 60 -year
lease with the city of Houston for the

founding pastor John Osteen and

former Compaq Center and home

a weekly television program. Upon
Osteen's death in 1999, his son, Joel,
took over. Since then church attendance has tripled.

of the Houston Rockets. After nearly
two years of planning and construction, the new church opened in July
of this year.

The church property and the local
infrastructure, such as local roads,
parking and other considerations,

The church can hold 16,000 people in the main sanctuary and hosts
an advanced television production

on the outskirts of Houston
in 1959. The church eventually moved

broadcastengineering.com
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With the addition of avid workstations and extra digital Betacam
machines, Lakewood Church can
simulteanously create multiple versions of its program.

music, requiring a sophisticated audio
facility; and a one -hour live Spanish
program.
And though the church primarily intended the facility to serve as a source
for recorded television programs and
for DVD production, there are occasional live broadcast feeds that need-

ed to be taken into account as well.
When these issues were under consideration nearly two years ago, the
church's technology decision makers,
including Jon Swearingen, director of
broadcast media, and Reed Hall, di-

rector of audio development, chose
Beck Associates as the integrator.
Having reviewed a lot of their work,
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and knowing they worked well with
the Russ Berger Design Group, which
would be designing the broadcast studio, Swearingen considered it a win win situation. The church's engineer,
Andre Guidry, was instrumental in
bringing the parties together, designing the facility and specifying most of
the gear with input from Beck.
The initial idea, in addition to gutting the entire facility and rewiring it
with fiber, involved constructing and
wiring a new, connected building to

house the actual production gear. The

new building is attached to the old
arena on the side opposite the sanctuary. The media center takes up the
entire fifth floor of the new building.
Bearing in mind that these are live ser-

vices and production cannot interfere
with that experience, set design, lighting design and sight lines for cameras
were important issues. The design team
chose eight camera locations within the

arena. And even though the church is
currently running SDI, the design team
opted for Sony HDC-900 high -definition models to prepare for the future.
In fact, the complete facility is AES- and
SDI -compliant. Acquisition is on digital Betacam.

Because signal runs were going to

be long - running from the main
sanctuary to the adjacent television

media center - everything had to
be pushed through fiber with almost
no copper in the entire facility. The
designers avoided analog routing because of the distances, so there is only
one analog router and everything is
converted at the device. Cable paths
were minimized both to save money
and maintain quality.

BY TIM WETMORE
facility that feeds programming to an
international audience of 200 million

people in more than 100 countries.
The renovation of the entire arena
cost about $95 million.

Lofty goals
The fundamental goal of the television production facility was to be able
to produce the highest -quality digital

audio and video programs without
interfering with the live audience's experience in the sanctuary. The church
produces three programs: a half-hour

show; an hour-long program with
NOVEMBER 2005

Three jibs were placed in the sanctuary to offer unique views of the services. The
jibs are located by the stage, halfway back in the arena seating and in the rear.

broadcastengineering.com
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All cable is upgrade able to HD, so when the

switch from SDI is made,
the facility won't have to yank
out a lot of it. The designers also

TV program is also essentially a live
music event with big JBL Line Array
speakers positioned around the stage.
This created challenges for recording
the audio and video.

had the foresight to use DAs that
handle HD, so those won't

As the television production de -

have to be swapped out later.
Even though the design criteria dictated that the 16,000
live attendees have great sight

correcting problems. That was later
modified to more than $500,000 in
acoustics treatment, with emphasis
in isolation of the underside of the
arena so they could have programming in a separate room while the
service was going on. Most
important, the air design had
to be reconfigured and bass
traps used throughout.
Because music is involved in

the live service and in two of
the three televised programs,
the audio recording function
was a critical element in the
success of the facility design.

lines, the message is also broad-

cast to a worldwide audience.
Three specially constructed

jibs placed in the sanctuary
offer unique views of the services and increase production

The audio for the entire facility

is centered around three Eustage, one is halfway back in
phonix System 5 consoles, all
the arena seating, and a third Three Euphonix System 5 consoles, which feature high - working off the same engine.
value. One jib is located by the

is at the rear.

All signals coming off the
stage are directed to a room
adjacent to the stage, where
they are converted to digital signals
and sent via fiber to the media center. The signals then are returned via

quality four band EQ, dynamics, surround sound and a
powerful automation system, provide the facility's audio.

Heavenly sound
Among the important challenges
to address in such a cavernous arena
were the architecture and acoustical
issues. The Russ Berger Design Group

also looked at the live sound design.
The issues here may be unique to this
type of television production, as each

sign continued, the church requested
that the Russ Berger Design Group
also oversee the live acoustics analysis. They worked hand in hand with

Audio Analysts out of Colorado,
and they came back with more than
$1 million in recommendations for

fiber to the FOH position for the live
feed. The broadcast feed is mixed on
a separate System 5 and recorded for
tape -delayed broadcast.

Equipment list
AM; patch bays
Alesis Masterlink CD recorder
AMD dual -core AMD Opteron processors
Avalon 727 microphone pre -amplifiers

Neumann KM 134 microphones
NVISION NV8H.6 Plus digital video router
Panasonic AG -850 edit controller
Sanyo PLV-70 p-ojector

Avid

Sony
HDC-900 HD zameras

DS Nitris video editor
Symphony video editor
Media Composer Adrenalin video editor
Cobalt 5018 serial digital to analog converters
DK Technologies MSD600 audio monitor
Doremi V1m video server
Euphonix System 5 audio consoles
Facilis TerraBlock 7.2TB video servers
Fujinon HD camera lenses
Genelec 1037C and 1032A 5.1 speaker systems
John Hardy 1032A two channels of mic preamplifier
JBL Professional VerTec Service Line Array speakers
Kurzweil KSP8 effects processor
Leitch FR -6804-1 mounting frame and power supply
Lexicon MPX 1 effects processor
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PVM-96 video monitor
DMX-R100 audio console
DVS 7000A production switcher
DVW-500 dig tal VTRs
BVW-75 Beta cam SP VTRs
Steinberg Nuendo digital audio workstation
TASCAM
CD -A700 CD/cassette player
DA -98, DA -88 and DA -38 eight -track recorders
CDR -1000 CD burner

Tektronix VM 700 scope and monitor
Telex/RTS intercom
Tubetech CL1B compressor
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Lakewood Church
The track load is impressive: 106

tracks for an hour and a half at
each service. They are recorded into
custom -designed computers running
Nuendo software on the Windows XP
Pro operating system with triplicate
backup and have experienced no latency problems. Designed by Brian

The Unique
Azden 1000
Integrated

Tankersley, Lakewood's audio systems

director, and Advance Design Kentucky Computers, the rack -mounted
computers are based on dual -core
AMD Opteron processors. They are
interconnected via Windows networking and gigabit Ethernet.
After experimenting with dual fiber
SAN with 12 drive arrays and with a
few guys pulling audio simultaneously,
they decided that an affordable system
configured like that wouldn't work. So

a distributed, redundant system was
devised with seven computers running Nuendo with 2TB of storage per
system. Operating at 24-bit/48kHz,
the systems take audio directly from
the mic pre -amps, digitize it and store
it. The concept is that storage is cheap,
and it provides redundancy.
The uniqueness of AMD's processor
architecture allowed Tanksersley and
his team to replace two single -core Op-

Gold Mount

UHF

100OURX/AB

Receiver
Whether you use the Anton -Bauer
Gold Mount, a V -Mount battery,

or have a Panasonic or Ikegami

camera which takes a "slot -in"
receiver, there's an Azden 1000

that's been designed specifically
for your use, giving you maximum

performance with no additional
Using the latest

production techniques and the
highest quality components, we've

IDX "V" Mount
100OUDXNM

made a bullet-proof receiver which
is ideal for broadcast cameras.

terons with AMD's latest chip, the dual -

100OURX-Si

core AMD Opteron, into the existing

"Slot -In"

sockets in their current workstations.
Also, with the dual -core processors,

Features include:

the systems can be easily upgraded.
But with the current configuration,
the performance has been staggering
no matter the demand from Nuendo
and any number of plug -ins, all with
no latency issues. The church is currently running seven of these custom

True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas
Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts
State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and
superior diversity isolation High 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio
Multi -function LCD shows channel number and frequency, battery info,
AF level, and diversity operation Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,
Earphone -out w/level control

computers with plans to add three
more soon and further plans to continue to swap to upgraded processors
as new ones come out.

Once recorded to Nuendo and
remixed and edited, audio is then
pushed to Avid systems. Presently, a
network is being installed to handle
this, but until it's finished, the tracks
are imported to the systems via disk.

Regarding the Avid systems, the
decision to go with one Symphony,

121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout

Bodypack transmitter (100OBT) with
reduced current -drain for improved battery
life, is available with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1000XT) works with
dynamic mics.

A1AZDEN
P.O.Box 10. Franklin Square. NY 11010 (516) 328-7500 FAX (516) 328-7506

E -Mail: azdenus@azdencorp.com Web site: www.azdencorp.com
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Lakewood Church
one DS Nitris, and two Media Composer
Adrenaline systems was a question of workflow. Prior to the new facility, the church had
been using nonlinear systems in a limited way. With
the addition of Avid workstations and extra digital Betacam machines (now totaling seven), capacity to create
simultaneous versions of the shows was achieved. When
the taping is finished, all three shows are edited at the same
time on Sunday evening and sent out on Monday.

Refining the message
The editing rooms also called for designs to be ergonomic
and have appropriate acoustical treatment on the walls and
doors to maintain low noise levels and create a positive en-

vironment for the editors. All computers are located in a
central machine room, and all rooms are isolated from each
other to avoid cross -bleeding.

The centerpiece of the video editing rooms is the Facilis TerraBlock server system, which combines intelligent
drive management software with low-cost SATA drive
technology and fiber channel connectivity. The base server
unit combines the server, storage and direct connections
for fiber clients, avoiding the need for an external switch.

wow
"They listened to what
we wanted, and brought
us what we needed."

Even though Lakewood Church runs SDI, Sony HDC-900
high -definition cameras were installed to prepare for the future. The facility is AES- and SDI -compliant.

Routing for the facility is handled by NVISION, chosen
because of the features offered, such as routing and converting analog to SDI. The cost-effectiveness was also in
line with what Swearingen and Guidry had specified.
With only 18 months to complete the facility from its
inception, the team worked feverishly. Major architectural
renovations and construction of the new building were occurring at the same time as the electronics and live audio
installations, leaving the team with about eight weeks to
complete 16 weeks' worth of work in order to meet the July
16 live broadcast. In the end, there were few technical issues
and the facility met its goals better than expected.
BE
Tim Wetmore is a freelance writer based in New York City.

Mike Simmons. Director of Engineering I WMFE, ORLANDO, FL
CONSULTING

"The PCS proposal

was custom-made
for us, not a cookie -

cutter approach."

DESIGN

EQUIPMENT

INTEGRATION

Design team
Lakewood Chu-ch
Andre Guidry, chief engineer
Reed Hall, d rector of audio
Jon Swearingen, director of broadcast media
Brian Tankersley, senior producer, director of

audio tecinologies

TRAINING
SUPPORT

PCS is the ONLY integrator with direct involvement
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For system upgrades,
technology expertise, installation,

A
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Professional Communications Systems.
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www.pcomsys.com
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Self-service
on demand
BY SEANA RUBIN
Business is looking
Via satellite

bright for providers
of on -demand content. Within the next few years,
the increased popularity of on
demand will likely require current content providers to supply hundreds of hours of content per month, while content

Content providers

Service providers

On -demand

content
Content

VOD, ad

Aggregators

-Via terrestrial -0 -

cre 3tC r

and music

providers new to on demand
will likely supply dozens of
hours per month.

- Via DVD
- Via FTP

Customer
premises
equipment

Real-time
streaming and
VOD, ad/music

e icoder

Broadcast

Content

TV

creator

PC

STB

Mobile
phone

Content providers have typically outsourced on -demand Figure 1. An overview of the content creation process, from file creation to districontent creation. However, bution to a content aggregator or service provider. The content is then delivered
to customers.
given that vendors charge as
much as $1000 per content hour and enter the growing market for on de- into a digital format for on -demand
can take up to three weeks to pro- mand, but do not have a simple way playback on network personal video
vide content, it is not surprising that to produce content. And service pro- recorders. Fortunately, new software
many providers are bringing content viders are looking for ways to easily is available that automates the concreation in-house.
create local on -demand content or en- tent creation process and streamlines
Other content providers are eager to code and convert broadcast TV feeds operations, which saves money, ensures high -quality content and gives
providers control of their content.

Electronic device purchases for 2006
14

Content creation
On -demand content creation is the
process of converting analog content
into digital media, adding metadata
to the content files and creating a media package for delivery. (See Figure
1.) An engineer uses either an exter-
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Analog content is then sent via a serial digital interface from the player to
the encoder, where it is converted into
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determines the mark -in and mark out settings for the content.
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a digital file. This encoded content
can then be edited. In this step, such
content as ads, previews and posters
can be added to the file. Then, the

broadcastengineering.com
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required CableLabs-compliant metadata is added to
the file manually or imported from a spreadsheet.

In this step, using content

creation

software

Analog master
source

gal

Metadata

Content is edited
and reuiewed by a
video engineer for
QC. Static ad or

Add metadata and

MPEG-2
MPEG-4

Windows Media 9
Bit rate is important.

streamlines the creation of
repetitive and rule -based

metadata to dramatically
decrease the time needed
to create media packages.
(See Figure 2.) With this
standards can easily create the required metadata.

Editing

Content is

transitioned
into digital:

with built-in intelligence

software, even an engineer
unfamiliar with CableLabs

Encoding

Content is
distributed to
agregators,
telcos and cable
providers.

is performed.

Digital file automated processes

Figure 2. With automated solutions, one engineer can handle the entire content
creation process, from encoding and editing to distribution.

delivery or an FTP site.

Transcoding
Transcoding is the process of converting digital content into multiple
formats, such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4,
H.264 and Windows Media 9. In the
future, transcoding will become increasingly important because content
will need to be reused for multiple
purposes. The need for transcoding
is driven by convergence and the idea

that multiple service providers will
require on -demand content in vari-

automatically. First, an engineer encodes and edits a master file, typically in MPEG-2, to ensure that the
information is encoded at the highest
quality setting. Other software can

then convert the master into other
formats as needed. The final content
is then ready for distribution.

Tips
Content providers must evaluate their

current needs and consider the demands they will face in the near future.
Some items for consideration include:
What kind of editing program will

ous formats.

be used to edit your digital content? The editing software that is

If providing HD on demand in the short term,
it would make sense to acquire HD encoding
capability. However, if HD is far on the horizon,
SD encoding would be an appropriate
first step.
Transcoding can be performed
manually by converting and encoding the content into multiple digital
formats. Then, the content is edited

and reviewed and the metadata is
added. The engineer must then perform these same actions for each format and each file type, which can be a
time-consuming and costly process.

A better approach is automated

52

user experience
parameters.

prom insertion

-1

Perforn transcoding, encryption, ad marking
(for dynamic ads) and trick file generation.

Once packaged, the file is ready for
distribution via satellite, overnight

transcoding, which

-1 value-added end

Distribution

converts files
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required varies according to file
type, and it is necessary to under-

stand your digital media editor
choice, such as Adobe Premier
or MediaXpress. Certain editors
only edit in certain formats. For
example, an MPEG-2 editor may
not edit Windows Media 9. Consider choosing one format for editing content before you begin to

transcode, which will minimize

the number of times you need to
touch the content.

What are your future plans for
distributing SD and HD content?
Will you distribute a combination
of both? Think about where you
will be in 12 to 24 months. If you
want to provide HD on demand
in the short term, it would make
sense to acquire HD encoding capability. However, if HD is far on
the horizon, SD encoding would
be an appropriate first step.
How many different copies of a
similar piece of content will you
maintain? In many cases, a single

copy of a piece of content will
not be suitable for all content
distribution needs. Many times,
different versions of the content

- with variations, such as ads
that can be used to market to tar-

geted audiences - are required
for movie theaters, airplanes,
cable networks and DVDs, for
example. Rather than supplying
one copy of the content, the content provider will need to supply multiple versions. Content
creation software simplifies the
creation of multiple versions.

How many hours of on demand
are being encoded on a per -month

basis today? How many hours of
on demand content will need to be

encoded in 12 months? Analysts
and industry experts predict that
worldwide users of on demand
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surpass 30 million
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in the next few years. To
meet the demand, many
content providers expect
that they will soon need
to ramp up their production efforts and produce

advance and can prevent costly

Mamie%

and time-consuming retransmission. Users must be able to
easily edit content, such as removing R-rated material or inserting ads, quickly and easily.
Most important, software

should be based on open stan-

far more content than they
are currently handling today. When future costs are

considered, an in-house

dards, which ensure easy integration into production environments and compatibility

solution can substantially
Content Creator, a solution for crereduce the cost of creating OpenVision
ating CableLabs-compliant on -demand packagcontent.
es, simplifies and automates encoding, editing

with existing hardware and software solutions. Open standards
also eliminate the need to make

and the creation of metadata.

additional software and hard-

Must -have features
To maximize savings, content creation software must be suitable for use
by staff with all levels of experience.

It should be comprehensive enough
for use by an IT or video specialist,
yet intuitive and simple enough for
a less technical person to easily learn.
Software must meet the technical re-

ware purchases. When carefully

quirements of each service provider
and support the encoding of content
within multiple formats.
Software can support quality assurance efforts by allowing users to preview content in its final format prior
to delivery. Software with automated
metadata verification locates errors in

selected and properly implemented,
the right content creation software
will realize a return on technology
investment and will help meet future
demands.

BE

Seana Rubin is the communications
manager for IMAKE.
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V-R70P-HDA Rear View

V-R853P-HDSDI
Rack Mounted Triple Screen
HDSDI/SDI Inputs.

V-R171P-HD

Rack Mount or Desk Top Installation
Pixel-to-PixelTm Native Display For All
Formats.
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V-R82P-AFHD

V-R132P-AFHD 111

Dual 8.4 TFT High Definition
Pixel to Pixel Native HD Display.

HD Video Assist.
Shown with HDV Camera.

Marshall Electronics
Tel.: 800-800-6608 / Fax: 310-333-0688
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Commercial Insertion & Profanity Cleaner
Server Corurol Applica!ion

HD&SD
Commercial Insertion
Broadcast Time Delay
Live to Air Playback

VTR Replacement

Specify Delay Time
From seconds to hours.

Sports Slow -Motion

Insert Prerecorded Video Clips or Fillers
Simply drop clip onto timeline. Clips can be
trimmed for an exact fit.

Ingest New Material anc Manage Video Clips
Server can record new video material without
interrupting -ime delay operation.

Single Channel Video Disk Recorders start at $4,350
Multi -Channel Servers start at $16.000
Video Servers - HD MPEG2 Encoders, Decoders & Playe-s - DVI Converters - Test Ger erator

Doremi Labs, Inc.

tel. 818 562-1101

info@doremilabs.com

www.doremilabs.com
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the diital cliff
Predicting the futurhealth of your digital system
BY MIKE WAIDSON

he DTV transition created a
number of challenges for TV
broadcasters. There is mounting competitive pressure from alternatives to terrestrial broadcast TV stations,
and today's station is a collection of diverse and complicated technologies.

Multilayer and multiformat facilities

are the norm. Baseband signal measurements, MPEG monitoring and RF
analysis each contribute to painting a
picture of the health of the broadcast
signal for the station engineer. The engineer's job is to make sure content is
delivered, and there are several critical
parameters that require close scrutiny
in each layer, such as jitter, timing, ancillary data and audio.
The transition from analog to digital,
and now HDTV, introduced new challenges to ensure the transmission of the
signal from the camera through to RF
modulation, be it cable, satellite or terrestrial TV. Broadcast systems are now
multi -standard and multiformat, with
a large number of interfaces between
islands of analog, digital SD or HD SDI and MPEG-compressed systems.
This introduces a new series of testing
and monitoring methodologies. Digital
picture encoding, DVB and ATSC pro-

There are, however, a series of key sys-

tem parameters that can be monitored
at all layers of the broadcast system to
help maintain a safety margin for error -free, reliable transmission. Moving
forward, it's possible for systems to become predictive, proactive and preventive through setting multiple triggered
monitoring points that provide trend
analysis. The result may be the construction of an early warning of your

(PCR) timing and modulation error
ratio (MER) as precursors of failure.

Key performance indicators
The keys to transmissions in a facility, whether analog or digital, are signal level and timing. Effective monitoring of these parameters in both the

system's approach to the digital cliff.

analog and digital domains ensures
sufficient headroom at all stages of
the transmission chain, whether it
be SDI timing, eye diagrams or PCR

The layered model

measurements in the MPEG domain.
For any system, long-term reliability

Today's digital transmission systems
can be thought of as five basic layers:
analog, SD and HD uncompressed se-

starts with the installation of infrastructure for HD -SDI signals. This requires
correct cabling, termination and instal-

rial digital, compressed digital (MPEG2, VC1, H.264), RF transmission, and
command and control. Any one of these
layers can generate failures in the trans-

lation of the cable in order to prevent

mission chain, which will propagate
down the chain, causing picture and
sound degradation or loss. Clearly, an

kinks or undue stress to the cable. These
steps will allow the high-speed 1.5Gb/s

signal to be properly transmitted without disruption from unwanted reflec-

tions caused by impedance changes.
Getting this right from day one pays

accumulative error budget exists for the

long-term dividends in reliability.

total transmission system. Therefore,
it's necessary to look at the key health

Synchronization and timing

indicators and error budget within each

layer that could impact that layer and
the following links in the system.

Synchronization is a fundamental and
critical procedure in video facilities. Every device in a system must be synchro-

Ultimately, the goal is to move from

nized to successfully create, transmit

gram specific information (PSI) and
system information (SI), and complex

reactive monitoring, where station
staff fixes a problem once it occurs,

and recover video and audio. The com-

digital RF modulation schemes all add

to predictive monitoring, which provides warning of incipient failure and
time to fix the issue before it becomes
a visible problem. In the digital domain, this is possible by continually

digital multi -standard, multiformat environment require flexibility to achieve
and maintain synchronization.
Television timing (using black burst
as the reference) has always been critical, but the addition of tri-level sync in
HD can complicate systems' timing in

to the need to monitor key system health

indicators at all layers of the transmission chain. If a system fails, the pathology of failure is different from an analog
system. Failure at the digital diff is sudden and has less understood precursors.
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monitoring these trends in parameters such as program clock reference

plexities of operating an analog and
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Error Storm Los

a hybrid facility. As a result, facilities
with multiple formats require a variety of generator solutions. If that's not
enough to worry about, digital audio
places even more demands on a facil-

ity because these signals need to be
referenced to video sync to maintain
defined relationships between audio
and video. All this requires careful sys-

tem design to ensure synchronization
between all processing equipment.
The focus, therefore, is careful calcula-

Error Stara.

within your facility, examine the quality
of source material as it's delivered to the
facility. Modern digital waveform moni-

tors can monitor serial digital source
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In addition, you must account for any

mission throughout the digital paths

00044-091

13416

various devices caused by cable lengths.

through which a signal might pass.
After you've achieved error -free trans-

Time

Date

00:E45Ec151

tion of the propagation delay between

processing delay of the equipment

Alarm Status

Page 402 of 407

Thoecode

Toklron)x

VITC: 00 :Ilk: 17:211: 1

Figure 1. Alarm status display showing error log, alarm status, and video and audio
sessions

EAV/SAV missing or mismatch with line
number; SAV placement error; CRC and

material upon ingest Some models generate a compliance log against time code

EDH errors, code word violations or

listing any errors. These errors should
be rectified before further processing.

data and dosed caption present/absent

field and line length errors; and ancillary

errors, parity errors or checksum errors.

Figure 1 shows an error log of video and

the health of the measured signal.
The SMPTE standards (259M, 292M,
RP184, EG33) recommended practice

RP184 provides definitions and measurement procedures for jitter and defines measurement specifications for
the electrical characteristics of the signal.

audio errors present within an incom-

Eye diagrams and jitter

ing signal. Note the errors are related to
the time code of the event, making further examination easier. Logged errors

Eye diagrams displayed on a waveform
monitor are the key tool for monitoring

indude input signal or external reference signal missing; color gamut error;

HD -SDI signals. The height and openness of the eye give a clear indication of

both amplitude and jitter on SD and

Figure 2 on page 60 shows an eye diagram of an HD signal with automated
measurements of the eye parameters.
Signal amplitude is important for two
reasons: because of its relation to noise
and because the receiver estimates the

RIIIRIEDEL

Curious? Please visit our website: www.riedel.net

The Communications People

11P BRD0N1E2,

I

THE ADVANCED
COMMUNCATIONS
PLATFORM*
*Decentralized master -less intercom
architecture, matrix size 1,024 x 1,024.
full summing. non -blocking, redundant
dual ring fiber optic network. AES3 audio,
intuitive configuration software

FIRST
DIGITAL
BELTPACK

0
*2 -channel intercom operation on standard XLR cables, noise -free digital
audio quality, easy analog -style set-up incl. daisy -chaining. Successfully
utilized at the 2004 Olyrrpic Games and the 2005 Acadamy Awards.

Riedel Communications Inc. 3605 W. Pacific Avenue Burbank, CA 91505 USA Phone: +1 818 563 4100 Fax: +1 818 563 4345 www.riedel.net
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It's What's Inside
Tha Counts!!

MCL's outdoor HPAs, offered in C-,
X-, Ku- and DBS-Band, are now available
with Integrated MITEQ L -Band Input Block
Upconverter Modules, with optional 10 MHz
internal or external frequency reference.
MITEQ offers a full line of separate BUC modules for
C-, X-, Ku-, DBS-, Ka- and Multi -Band applications,
in addition to our Outdoor Antenna Mountable
Block Up- and Downconverter Solutions.
Visit us at www.miteq.com

Th/VII IT" 131

ccs)(:

For additional information, please contact the MCL Sales Department
501 S. Woodcreek. Road, Bolingbrook, IL 60440-4999

(630) 759-9500 FAX: (630) 759-5018 sales@mcl.com
WiWYkcuMfliic3Cc.9inh

worldwide Communication Solutions!

Avoiding
the digital cliff

Amplituce:

required high -frequency compensation
(equalization) based on the remaining

because it allows a
set -top box to recover

half -clock frequency energy as the signal

the reference 27MHz
(±3Oppm) clock used
to derive system timings. Jitter and long-

arrives. If an incorrect amplitude signal
was applied at the sending end, an incorrect equalization would be applied at the
receiver, causing signal distortion. While

poor transmissions with eye closure

600

set -top boxes failing to

freeze frames and black pictures.

TR 101 290 mea-

Ovrsnoot: 0 my 0.0%
1.1Se Time: 0.22 ns

Fall Time:

0.19 us

Rise Fall:

0.02 us

200 m17

term drift in this clock
will ultimately lead to

are potentially recoverable by modern
equipment with good front-end equalizers, they are likely to lead to sparkle
artifacts, line dropouts and eventually

790 mV

nMe Ovrshoot: 0 my 0.0 It

E-

200 mV

display the transmitted video.

The DVB standard

V Gala? x1.08

BW: 1 kHz

01111'1W Gbis 1080159.94
Lye
Menu

3 Eye

Map: x1.00

0.200ns/div

Digital processing can add cyclic redundancy codes (CRC) to the digital
data stream to provide a simple means
of error checking the video signal. By
monitoring the CRC values, a measurement device can report the number of errors. If your system notes er-

surement

Measurements include accuracy (PCR_
AC), overall jitter (PCR _OD, frequency

coders experience visible failure.

rors every minute or every second, this
would be a clear warning the system is
close to the digital cliff. An eye display
should be used to isolate the problems
in the transmission path.

offset (PCR FO) and drift (PCR_DR).

formed in real time by an MPEG trans-

(See Figure 3 on page 62.) The standard
also defines guidelines for testing PSI/SI
table presence and repetition rates.
Continuity count errors provide an indication of dropped packets, which are a
common problem in video distribution.
Dropped packets mean loss of informa-

port stream monitor. When equipped

MPEG monitoring
Among the many elements of the
MPEG transmission layer, there are
three that need constant monitoring:
PCR timing and drift, continuity count
errors, and PSI/SI tables for correctness
and repetition rates. PCR clock recovery

is fundamental to MPEG transmission

Mobile

guidelines

specify in detail the

Set Meas. r Set Default Eye Meiliar
Thresholds Thresholds I
On

proper PCR measurement methods for Figure 2. HD eye measurement with automated eye mea-

both jitter and drift.

surement parameters

tion from the transport stream, which
can lead to decoder problems. Monitoring continuity count errors gives an
indication of potential problems in the
video distribution network and enables
remedial action to be taken before de-

Optical Transport Enclosure

4 fiber hermaphroditic expanded beam connector
Ruggedized "outdoor ready"
Backplanes for all boards in flashlink series
Houses 2RU flashlink frame

These measurements can be perwith multiple threshold alarms, the
device provides trend -based, predictive monitoring, resulting in a good
early indication of failure. Warnings
are available prior to the onset of the
digital cliff. Most real-time monitors
also provide transport stream recording on user defined triggers, such as
PCR timing. This practice allows detailed offline analysis of both timing
and PSI/SI issues when they occur.

A key tool for PSI/SI monitoring is

Network Electronics provides unparalleled reliability
for mission critical events! Our routing and transport
equipment is found at major sporting events across the
globe, including the Olympics, Soccer Championships
and World Cup Skiing Contests.

Low weight

Network Electronics US

800-420.5909
ussales@network-electronics.com

ROUTING SIGNAL TRANSPORT SIGNAL PROCESSING
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> WE BROUGHT YOU THE DTS-330,
THE ONLY ONE -BOX SOLUTION FOR
IPTV, MPEG-2, DVB, AND ATSC TESTING.

> YOU GOT THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN
THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF QoS.

WITH ACTERNA TEST AND MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS,
NOW PART OF JDSU, YOU GET MORE.

iJDSU
Enabling Broadband & Optical Innovation

Broadcasters, equipment manufacturers, and operators alike - fo' terrestrial, cable,
telco, or satellite - gain more confidence in their digital video delivery.

The DTS-330 provides the flexibility to support up to six different input and output
combinations, while the DTS-200 provides mobility, flexibility of plug-in modules,

and remote troubleshooting. Both platforms are able to host multiple test access
interfaces - such as QPSK, COFDM/8VSB, ASI, full bandwidth Gig -E, SMPTE-310, and

QAM - to help analyze, segment, or isolate issue anywhere in the delivery chain.

WWW.JDSU.COM/ACTERNA
NORTH AMERICA 1 866 228-3762

LATIN AMERICA +55 11 5503 3800
ASIA PACIFIC +852 2892 0990
EMEA +49 7121 86 2222

JDSU DTS-330

The DTS family combines lab -grade quality with user-friendly and mobile designs, for an

industry leading solution. For more information, visit www.jdsu.com/acterna.
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WM 27MHz

Mg clock
Video in

Elementary stream

Video

encoder

Transport
1=1 stream
encoder

after each MPEG manipulation point in the system.

PCR = X plus

the time of
n bits

PCR = X

188 byte packets

\

n bits

-

Transport
stream
decoder

RF monitoring
Low pass

Compare

filter

t Local
I

PCR

27MHz
Load

111 clock

The following RF parameters are
important for transmission health:
RF signal strength. How much signal
is being received?

Constellation diagram. This diagram

IMMO 4

peri

stream monitors located at
the stream entry point and

27MHz
Xtal VCO

Modern digital RF cable,
satellite
and terrestrial
broadcast systems behave
differently when compared
with traditional analog TV.
Once reception is lost, the

path to recovery isn't al-

ways obvious. The problem
could be caused by MPEG
table errors or merely from
Figure 3. System health can be monitored by checkthe RF power dropping being key PCR parameters of timing accuracy and drift.
low the operational threshmonitoring time -defined reference old or the cliff point. RF problems intemplates. The results can then be com- clude satellite dish or low -noise block
t- Receiver 27MHz clock

pared against the actual transmission.
PCR timing, continuity count errors
and PSI/SI content and repetition rates
should be monitored 24/7 by transport

converter issues, terrestrial RF signal
reflections, poor noise performance,
channel interference and cable amplifier or modulator faults.

characterizes link and modulator
performance.
Modulation error ratio (MER). MER
is an early indicator of signal degradation and represents the ratio of the
power of the signal to the power of
the error vectors expressed in dB.
Error vector magnitude (EVM). This
is a measurement similar to MER but
expressed differently. EVM is the ratio of the amplitude of the RMS error
vector to the amplitude of the largest
symbol expressed as a percentage.

Transport error flag (TEF). The TEF
is an indicator that the TEF FEC is
failing to correct all transmission errors. TEF is also referred to as Reed Solomon uncorrected block counts.

Improving on bit error ratio

Not your typical
automation system..
It's the architecture.

All automation processing, machine control,
and database management run on our own

MER is designed to provide a single
figure of merit for the received signal.
It gives an early indication of the ability of the receiver to correctly decode
the transmitted signal. In effect, MER
compares the actual location of a received symbol (as representing a digi-

tal value in the modulation scheme)
with its ideal location. As the signal
degrades, the received symbols are
located further from their ideal locations and the measured MER value

real-time embedded hardware platform. And for
100% on-line redundancy, simply add one more.

will decrease. Ultimately, the symbols

You just can't compare!

point, the signal reaches the threshold
or the dreaded digital cliff.

will be incorrectly interpreted, and
the bit error rate will rise. At some

The key to maintaining a reliable dig-

ital broadcast system is careful monitoring at all levels and formats. Check

the key indicators to the health and
long-term stability of your network
continuously. Then, use the predic-

MicroFirst
Automation that Works

201 .651 .9300
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www.microfirst.com
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tive trend analysis of jitter, amplitude
and timing to catch system deterioration before your audience knows there
could have been a problem.
RE
Mike Waidson is a video applications
engineer for Tektronix.
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Revolutionary Wireless
Cellcom 10 digital wireless intercom. Truly
new, truly revolutionary. The first stand-alone
wireless to offer small group person -to -person
conversations among beltpacks.

Complete programmability with up to six
communications routes per beltpack
The ability to remote and customize coverage
area, and connect with two wired partly -line
and four digital matrix channels.

Eteltpack

Antenna

Cellcom Base Station

Ten beltpacks per base - all license free, above
the UHF television bands with no
need for frequency coordination

Cellcom 10 Join the revolution.
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The

In the first article of this series
on UTP cable, I discussed using
it for video. But one aspect we
didn't talk about was multiple video
streams. After all, UTP normally
comes four -pairs to a cable. Does that
mean you can run four video streams
simultaneously? Well, yes, sort of.
What about crosstalk between pairs?

In the original article of this series,
last September, we mentioned that the
crosstalk at analog audio frequencies

was vanishingly low, even -95dB on a
Category 5 patch cable, and unreadable
on Cat 6. But video is not audio. What's
the crosstalk for video frequencies?

This is where the specifications for
UTP cable come in handy. For frequencies greater than 1MHz, there are a slew

of parameters to check out. They are
part of the standard for all cables (EIA/
TIA568-B.2). And if the measurements
don't fall on the precise frequency you
want, such as the 4.2MHz bandwidth of

BY STEVE LAM PEN
64
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analog video, you can easily extrapolate.
So what is the pair -to -pair crosstalk of
UTP at 4.2MHz?

Well, that's only half a question, because there are many kinds of crosstalk
in UTP - near -end crosstalk (NEXT);
far -end crosstalk (FEXT); and powersum (PS) versions of NEXT and FEXT,

where three pairs are energized and
one is read. So, PSNEXT would be a
good choice to compare, because we're

talking about running four videos

Photo: Because of UTP's economy over coax, many system designers
are turning to UTP transmission equipment to distribute component
RGB video. Shown here are Belden's Brilliance VideoTwist UTP cables.
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What Can an Image
Server 2000 Deliver
at $11,999?
1

ometimes it takes a new company to turn
advanced technology into reality. In the server
business, the new name is 36o Systems. In truth,
we've spent the last 33 years designing advanced
L

digital technology into broadcast products.

Three video channels

12 audio channels
SDI and composite video
AES digital and +4 analog audio

100 hours of RAID -5 storage

MXF file transfers over
Gigabit Ethernet

Now, the Image Server 2000 delivers a level of technical excellence

unique to the broadcast industry. Its true next -generation design
includes an exceptionally broad set of features, and a high standard
for reliability. But most important, the Image Server 2000 establishes a new, reasonable price for broadcast video servers.
Join the hundreds of broadcast professionals who made the Image
Server 2000 their first choice. Visit www.360Systems.com for the
complete story on the next -generation Image Server 2000.
Sales line: (818) 735-8221

E-mail: Servers@36oSystems.com

Premium quality video to
50 Mb/sec
VDCP, Odetics, P2 and
GPI control

On -screen GUI for full control,
plus trimming, segmenting
and playlisting
Only 3'/2" of rack space

NEW Multi -Format
Server Option
Import and play DV -format video
Play TARGA graphics with
Key -and -Fill

Control by Ross Synergy"
switchers
© 2004 360 Systems. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

The future of video and UTP
down the four pairs.
PSNEXT for Cat 5 and 5e at 4.2MHz

is -53dB. But what number do you
want? Is -53dB good video crosstalk
or bad? I've talked to a lot of video
engineers about this, and occasionally
I see a reference on this subject. Most
want to see -60dB crosstalk.

If -60dB PSNEXT is good, then
what is -53dB PSNEXT? Not so good?

nent" signals, such as RGB. They too
have to be recombined, and the timing of the signals is critical. In RGB,
the signals have to be within 4Onsec
of each other. It's interesting that these

two numbers - 45nsec for data and
40 nsec for RGB - are so close!
Table 1 shows how the cable length
affects skew. Does Table 1 mean that
you can go thousands of feet running

Timing (Delay skew based on different types of cable)

RGB distance

45nsec

292ft

40nsec

328ft

(example, standard Cat 5 cable)

35nsec

375ft

3Onsec

437ft

shown in Table 1, is ridiculous. Can
you go a mile on this cable? No. But,
as the signals fade into the sunset, boy,
are they in time!

The real problem with no -skew
cables is that in order to arrive at
these amazing numbers, manufactur-

ers have had to use four pairs with
identical twisting ("lay length"). Unfortunately, this results in terrible

crosstalk. It won't even pass Cat 3
requirements. (That's now standard
telephone cable.) So no -skew is not
really data cable at all. It is useful for
RGB or VGA applications (or related
systems), and that's it!
It

is no surprise then that some

lOnsec

1312ft

9nsec

1458ft

manufacturers have gone in the other direction. Why not make a cable
that will meet Cat 5e or 6, but with
ultra -low skew? And, indeed, there

5963ft

are cables that meet Cat 5e with a

25nsec

2.2nsec

525ft

(example, Belden 1872A/1874A)

(example, Belden 7987R and 7987P)

Table 1. The relationship between cable length, cable type and skew

It depends on the kind of video quality you're sending on the cable. If this

RGB? Absolutely not. The attenuation of these cables is the same as it

is an analog surveillance camera (or
four surveillance cameras on one cable), then -53dB is probably the most
noiseless surveillance picture quality

has always been, based mostly on the
24 AWG of the pairs. (Cat 6 can be 23

you've ever seen!

If you're shipping analog video
around your home, -53dB is better
than anything you ever got off air, and
maybe even off cable. If you're talking

AWG, even 22 AWG).

What the numbers above tell you
is that as your RGB signal is fading
away, it is perfectly in time. Few installers would run these cables farther
than 250ft, so they might want tighter

pair no -skew.
One obvious failing of UTP is that you
don't have enough pairs to do RGBHV.
You can do combined sync, RGBS, on

skew for better resolution, such as

four pairs. And there are some baluns

about analog video in a professional
installation, then -53dB just doesn't
cut it. In which case, you switch to
Cat 6 cable, which has a PSNEXT of

Four -pair UTP is cheap when compared with
RGB-bundled coaxes.

-63dB at 4.2MHz.

And there's a second factor to consider in a multiple -pair cable. What if
you use the four pairs to deliver four
parts of a single signal? After all, that's

a projector in a large auditorium.

In this case, the timing is critical.

Table 1 shows that, to a great extent,
lower and lower skew does not give
you much, because you can't go far
enough to use it.
And the ultimate expression of this
quest for low skew is the "no -skew"

This is measured as delay skew or just
skew. In the data world, the four parts

cables that are currently available.
While it is impossible to build a ca-

of the signal must arrive within 45

ble with no skew, there are four -pair
cables with typical skew of 0.5nsec/

what they do with Gigabit Ethernet.
The signal is divided among the four
pairs and combined at the other end.

nanoseconds (nsec) of each other.
In the video world, we too have divided signals. They're called "compo-
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maximum skew of 9nsec/100m, and
Cat 6 cables with a maximum skew
of 1Onsec/100m. They're also listed
in Table 1. You can use them as data
cable and as RGB/VGA cables. The
photo on page 64 shows each of these
cables. The flat blue cable is Cat 6/
low skew, the green one is Cat 5e/low
skew, and the purple one is identical

100m and a maximum of 2.2nsec/
100m. The distance then to 40nsec, as

broadcastengineering.com

that put one of the sync signals on green
(remember sync on green), so you can
run five signals on four pairs.

Four -pair UTP is cheap - even
Cat 6 cable is inexpensive - when
compared with RGB-bundled coaxes.

If your equipment is set up to run
twisted pairs and RJ-45 connectors,
the cost savings can be attractive. But,
if you are adapting coax -based equipment to run on UTP, you have to add
the cost of the baluns at the source and
destination. And there's the reliability
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The future of video and UTP
Signal

Sweep Frequency

factor of more equipment and more
connectors to fail than just cable

SVGA

61MHz

alone.

XGA

100MHz

SXGA

173MHz

Many designers and installers want
to run not just RGB but Video Graphics Array (VGA). This may be run like

UXGA

245MHz

RGB, but it is not RGB. For one thing, it
is a progressive scan signal. For another,

Table 2. Common frequencies of VGA and its cousins

it comes in different resolutions (i.e.
bandwidths and sweep frequencies).
Table 2 shows some of the common
frequencies of VGA and its cousins.
Table 2 immediately shows a problem.
Cat 5 and 5e are specified in the standard
only to 100MHz. A few manufacturers
test beyond this spec, but many do not.
So if you put SXGA or something with
an even high -sweep frequency on Cat 5
or 5e, what will happen?

Well, that's the point: You don't
know. It could work just fine. Or, the

results could be horrible. You just
don't know. You really have to see if
the cable you're using is tested to the
appropriate frequency for your application. Or, you could just move to Cat
6, which is specified out to 250MHz.
Of course, there are many formats
beyond those in Table 2. The simple

rule is that the cable you use must
be tested and verified out to the frequency you need. This is one of those

"gotcha" situations when using existing older Cat cables for non -data
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applications.

If you have comments or suggestions, or wish to continue this discussion offline, just send an email to
editor@primediabusiness.com.
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Steve Lampen's latest
book, "The Audio Video Cable Installer's
Pocket Guide," may
be ordered directly
from the publisher's
Web site at www.
mcgrawhill.com
or from Amazon at
www.amazon.com.
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Lens selection is crucial because
lenses are the most important
element of the lens -camera
imaging system in terms of
final HD picture performance.
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Testing
SPECIAL. REPOR4:

I BY LARRY THORPE AND GORDON TUBBS I

conventional testing of
competing high -definition lens -camera systems
generally favors the camera, with lens

the many possible combinations for a
specific production application poses a significant logistical challenge.
Some simplification to the overall ap-

testing often being cursory at best.
Lenses are often misperceived as a
necessary appendage to the chosen

proach is warranted. It is suggested
to give the first priority to choosing

camera or to be pretty much equal in
performance regardless of the model
or brand.
In reality, the opposite is true. Lenses are not equal in performance. They

are much more than an appendage
to the camera. They are arguably the
most important element of the lens camera imaging system in terms of
final HD picture performance.
Given that there are five major camera manufacturers and at least three
major lens suppliers, it must be acknowledged that choosing the optimum HD lens -camera system from

70

the camera. If the assumption is made
that all high -end HD lenses are good,
then an arbitrary initial choice of one

lens (that meets the operational requirements) to support the camera
selection makes sense. Using this one

lens on all competing cameras will
help expose the overall performance
differences between the contending
cameras (assuming, of course, that
some appropriate technical measurements are made).
Having finally chosen the camera

lenses and assess their differences using that single camera of choice. The

test procedures to be described will
be based on the quest for the lens exhibiting the best overall performance
optimization.
While the professional lens system
has many important imaging parameters, there are five key attributes for
any HD lens the end user should carefully evaluate. All five will invariably
differ to some degree between lenses
from the world's major manufacturers. They are:

sensitivity
contrast
resolution
color reproduction
geometrical distortion.

that best meets performance and
operational needs, the end user can
now turn attention to the competing

broadcastengineering.com

Lens sensitivity
The

spectral

transmittance

of
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similar lens types made by different
manufacturers will not be the same.
Therefore, any two contending lenses
having the same f-number are likely to

have different optical speeds (f-number by definition assumes 100 percent
transmittance efficiency [1] ). This

needs to be carefully accounted for
in any side -by -side test between different lenses. The precision of a given

Recommenc ed upgrade date, Oct. 2006

lens calibration can be established

tatcreenen bwato Canoe..

h. N051,51/3-32,.

using known optical techniques (involving light meters, etc.).
However, the simplest test of the transmittance efficiency of a given lens is to

Figure 1. A wide dynamic range gray scale chart specially designed to explore lens camera contrast ratio capabilities

fully open the iris and record the video
level (at 0dB master gain setting) of a
gray scale test chart under a given scene
lighting level. If two competitive lenses

of any optical limitations at the lowest
extremes of illumination.

are sequentially mounted on a single
HD camera and this simple measure-

stimulated by strong light sources

ment made on each (with fixed lighting
level and fixed camera gain), this will

quickly reveal the maximum relative

At the other illumination extremity, the behavior of a given lens when
(studio lights, the sun, etc.) should also
be carefully explored. This can be done

in a studio by observing all optical
phenomena that manifest themselves

Lens resolution
As discussed in January [2], the
modulation transfer function (MTF)
performance of the lens -camera system is an assessment of how that imaging system's contrast behaves with
increasing spatial detail. Contrast performance is inextricably intertwined
with the visual sharpness capability of

aperture performance for each.

Lens contrast

TVL/ph
100%

The contrast performance of an HD
lens bears significantly on the overall
subjective picture quality. At one extreme is the optical noise floor of the
lens, determined by the manufacturer's
control of flare and veiling glare.

30MHz

Carrier
Typical lens -camera
published specification

Horizontal
MTF

Unspecified - but vitally
important to picture
sharpness

With today's 2/3in HD camera signal-

to-noise ratios in the vicinity of 54dB
(which translates to a contrast ratio capability of 500:1), it is imperative that
the associated HD lens have a contrast
ratio performance for nominal exposure that exceeds this. There are new
gray scale test charts that facilitate accurate exploration of the contrast ratio
performance of a lens -camera system.
(See Figure 1.)

This examination does entail meticulous adjustment to the overall transfer
characteristic of the camera to ensure

optimum reproduction of the lowest
black steps of the chart. This must, of
course, be done with one chosen lens
imaging the chart. Swapping to the

other contending lenses - without
any readjustment of the camera settings - should expose pertinent differences between the lenses in terms

72

1080 - Line HD system

200

400

600

810

1080

R,f Nycmist limit

Horizontal TVL/ph
Fs

measurement

Figure 2. Measurement of the lens -camera system's depth of modulation at picture
center should be carefully recorded for the four spatial frequencies shown.

when high -intensity light sources are
directly imaged by the lens -camera.
Equally important is the behavior of
the lens when these light sources are
placed off -axis just outside the image

the HD imaging system. The shape of
the system MTF curve is of great im-

area and the camera is subsequently
panned vertically and horizontally.

in Figure 2.

This exercises the design strategies that
manage off -axis bright light rays. The
observations will differ between lenses,

and the end user must decide which
behavior is more acceptable.

broadcastengineering.com

portance here. Thus, the test should
seek establishment of the MTF profile,

with four measurements as indicated
It is essential that this measurement
be made on an HD waveform monitor (connected to the HD SDI output
of the camera system). An HD studio monitor should never be used to
evaluate MTF; the best contemporary
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HD monitors typically have a limiting resolution of only 1000 television

i
1

lines per picture height (TVL/ph)
and, as such, their own MTF profile
exhibits a substantial roll -off across
the important HD passband.
There are a variety of commercially available 16:9 image format test
charts that can support such an MTF

Ineicaled ainduben X ICO

.

on the luminance (Y) video signal
at picture center where MTF is at its

highest. All camera nonlinear processing (gamma, knee, etc.) should be

.

4

.
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measurement. (See Figure 3.)

Carefully used in conjunction with
a waveform monitor, this will allow
an MTF profile to be recorded and
later plotted. (Special attention must
be paid to flat lighting and to physically aligning the test chart for absolute horizontal and vertical alignment
with respect to the camera.)
The first comparative assessment
of an HD lens MTF should be made

.

P
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Figure 3. An example of a useful multiburst test chart to facilitate measurements
of HD lens -camera MTF

and be reflective of the actual usage
anticipated for the lens and camera.

At a minimum, tests on MTF at
three focal lengths (spanning the typical focal range anticipated in the specific intended usage of the lens -cam-

era system) should be made. These
should include the expected regular
close-ups, medium shots and wide -

ever, the measurement at the wideangle setting requires a much larger
chart that ensures its position does
not intrude into the minimum object
distance (MOD) of the lens. Fortunately, such charts are available. (See

"Suppliers of HDTV test charts" on
page 75.)

These tests should be conducted

removed. The test starts with a gain
adjustment of the waveform monitor
so that the 50 TVL/ph horizontal burst
precisely fills the 100 IRE scale, which

becomes the 100 percent spatial contrast reference.
This is followed by slight panning

of the camera to sequentially position each of the four spatial frequency
bursts at the center of the image plane
and carefully record the amplitude of
each (relative to that of the 50 TVL/ph
burst). This pre -calibration and measurement is then repeated for each of
the contending lenses.
An MTF profile can then be plotted

from these four measurements. The
lens -camera MTF profile with the highest belly across the 200 TVL/ph to 800

TVL/ph band to the plotted curve will
produce the higher picture sharpness.

Assessing the MTF
dynamics of an HD lens
As outlined in March's lens article
[3], all lenses exhibit variations in
MTF as their three operational controls (iris, zoom and focus) are exercised during a production. Accordingly, the testing of a lens should, to
the degree possible, anticipate this

74

Figure 4. Suggestive of a news studio with two primary focal lengths and exposing
the issue of test chart size

angle shots. These measurements will

expose how a specific lens has been
optimized for picture sharpness.
There are, however, some logistical
issues relating to these tests. While the
HDTV broadcast news set is perhaps
a relatively simple set, it does serve as
a useful and simple illustration of the
issues. (See Figure 4.)
As can be deduced from Figure 4, the
assessment of MTF at the focal length

for the anchor close-up is relatively
straightforward in that a normal -size
test chart can be readily used. How -

broadcastengineering.com

at two lens iris settings: one at the
iris setting that provides nominal
exposure at the studio illumination
anticipated for normal production
(typically in the f 2.8-4.0 region) and
a second with the iris wide open. This

will reveal the design strategies for
each lens in terms of inevitable MTF
variations with aperture setting.

Evaluating corner -to -center
sharpness
While the lens designers typically
concern themselves with a multi -point

NOVEMBER 2005

Suppliers of
HDTV test charts

Corner
region

Central
region

DSC Laboratories (Canada), www.dsclabs.com

ZGC (USA), www.zgc.com
Dai Nippon Printing (DNP) (Japan), www.dnp.co.jp

optimization of MTF over the im-

Figure 5. Corner focus should be checked

havior in these two spatial regions will
constitute an effective summary of the

when the picture center is in focus, and
be

regions: the central region and the

success of the lens manufacturer in
implementing their respective MTF

corner regions, as indicated in Figure
5. An assessment of the sharpness be-

optimization strategies. This involves a
separate check on corner focus relative

to picture center and then corner MTF
(when it is sharply focused).

age plane [3], the end user really need

only be concerned with two primary

References

each corner MTF should
recorded when the corners are

separately.
refocused.

Evaluating lens corner
focus
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This test is a scrutiny of the curvature of field aberration that is inherent to all lens systems. While this can-

not be made zero, it can certainly be
minimized in a good optical design.
A test chart has been developed that
has a large Siemens focusing chart in
its center to facilitate a convenient lens
back -focus adjustment followed by a

precision lens -camera center image
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focus. (See Figure 6.)

The chart has, in addition, four radial multiburst charts in each corner,
spanning the critical 200TVL/ph to 800

TVL/ph HD spatial frequency region.
With picture center sharply focused,

the four corners should be closely
inspected to assess the degree of defocus relative to center. The chart easily
reveals any differences between the cor-

Recommended upgrade dale. Jan 20O7

ners, and these should be noted. This
chart also serves to quickly reveal any
chromatic aberrations [4] that might
be present in the picture extremities.

Evaluating lens corner MTF
While this measurement is closely
related to the preceding measurement
on corner focus, there is a difference.
Measuring corner MTF is a supporting examination of the lens -corner
resolution performance. It constitutes
an examination of the MTF characteristic in each corner when it is fo-

umv,-,on

...00.0.m. «meopromu-

1

,

Figure 6. Test chart to facilitate examination of corner focus and corner MTF
assessment

cused. This tells how well the optical
design has been able to optimize MTF
across the image plane.
For this test, each corner should be

havior within these corner regions over
the 200 TVL/ph to 800 TVL/ph spatial
frequency region. (See Figure 6.)
While it might be asked why this sec-

carefully focused in turn using the multiburst test chart shown in Figure 3 on
page 74, which contains a multiburst in
each corner. Each of these four multi bursts is used to evaluate the MTF be -

ondary test on corner MTF is useful,
it should be borne in mind that racking focus can be a common creative
action during production. It may well
be that an initial focus might be on a
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person or scene object located in the
picture center, but that shot could be
followed by a focus pull to another
person (or portion of the scene) located in one of the corner regions. It

is important that that corner scene
content appear with a sharpness close
to that at the picture center.

Color reproduction

the spectral response of the camera

As discussed in May's lens article [1],
the spectral response of the HD lens is

imagers and the linear matrix designed
by a given camera manufacturer.

one of four critical elements defining
the final color reproduction characteristics of the HD lens -camera system. The other three elements are the
beam -splitting optics of the camera,

While all of the lens -camera combinations should meet the prescribed
SMPTE 274M/296M colorimetry

standard (when the camera operational controls are set to their detent
positions), there will still be subtle dif-

WANT TO TALK ROUTING?...
Talk to the
experts

ferences in terms of the color gamut
that each HD lens -camera system can
reproduce. These are a consequence
of the separate design preferences of
both camera and optical manufacturers and inevitable tolerances in the
spectral responses of lenses, prisms
and image sensors [5] . Because color is a quite subjective topic (even
though a rigorous color science does
exist), the final conclusion usually reduces to the subjective preferences of
the end user. For that reason, HD lens
testing should always include a careful comparative evaluation of color
reproduction characteristics.

The comparative HD lens

test for color reproduction
Assuming that the end user has already made a prior choice of an HD
camera, then three of the four variables

that bear on color reproduction are
now predetermined. Only the lens contribution remains to be evaluated. The
lens testing should be done on an A/B
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basis - using the selected HD camera
- by separately evaluating each lens on
that single reference camera.

Prior to these evaluations, each
lens -camera combination should be
carefully white -balanced. This is an
essential step because competitive

lenses will have different RGB transmittance characteristics that must be

normalized by restoring the reference white that establishes the proper
color -taking behavior of each lens camera combination. Then, and only
then, will the subsequent evaluation
of a wide range of colors be valid. The
comparative evaluation of lens contri-

bution to color reproduction should
be done with camera color correction
zeroed out and with the camera linear
matrix switched in.

NOVEMBER 2005

The camera should be set up in
a properly lit studio and a careful
overall balance made on a gray scale
chart. A variety of color test charts are

available that support formal comparisons on vectorscopes.

From a production viewpoint, it is
important to also explore a wider range
of real -world colors on a carefully calibrated monitor. It is essential that this

1 percent difference in geometric distortion can readily be noted under such
subjective test conditions. Test charts
exist that facilitate objective measurements of geometric distortion.
BE

the widest angle of the lens while imag-

ing a studio set containing scene content that is orthogonal in nature, such
as doors, windows, desks, pictures or

any special feature (having straight
horizontal and vertical edges) of the

Larry Thorpe is the national marketing
executive and Gordon Tubbs is the assistant director of the Canon Broadcast &
Communications Division.

studio set that is regularly visible during normal production. Any two lenses
can be readily compared on this basis. A

be the HD monitor planned for use in

the production control room during
normal program origination.

The test colors should include objects that are highly saturated, medium saturated and pastels, as well as
materials that might be germane to a
specific production (different ethnic
skin tones, special colored clothing,
particular set materials, etc.).

As this exercise becomes much a
subjective evaluation, the production

Over

1,000,000,000 seconds
of precision timing

team should be active participants.
Discussions will inevitably ensue on
the perceived reproduction of certain
colors. It will probably require a degree of consensus, as it is rare for two
people to fully agree on color reproduction. It regularly becomes a discussion of the degree of accuracy of
reproduction of certain colors versus
the perceived pleasing nature of such
color reproduction.
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Clearly, the HD camera can allow ad-

ditional color adjustments to enhance
the color reproduction to the taste of
the production team. However, as the
intent of this test is to search for differences in the competing lens contribution

to color reproduction, it is important
that the HD camera system remains in
its "technical norm" detent mode.

Geometrical distortion
Geometrical distortion exists to some
degree in all lenses. Terms such as pin-

cushion and barrel describe the general shape of the common geometrical
distortions. High-performance lenses
have made significant strides in minimizing such aberrations.
The wider the angle of the lens, the
more challenging the task of reducing
such distortion. A quick evaluation of
a lens can be as simple as zooming to
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HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

3 -Year Warranty

142 Sierra Street El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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While things may appear straightforward from a customer's point of

protocol television
(IPTV) embodies next -generation technologies for delivering
real-time and interactive television to

net has no such guarantees in place.
The technology behind IPTV is hidden from the viewer. From a customer's
perspective, IPTV is similar to cable TV
or direct -to -home (DTH) satellite service in the sense that he or she watches
programming on a TV set, not on a PC,

the home or business, and it's avail-

and selects channels using a remote

located at the customer

able today.
This is not the low -resolution, some-

control, not a computer mouse.
With the aid of an electronic program
guide, the viewer selects a channel on
the remote control and, from his or her
perspective, that channel simply appears
on the TV set. The viewer can enjoy linear real-time programming or engage
in personalized interactive services,
such as movies or other video -on -demand content, hard -disk type program
recording, shopping and more.

premises.

BY MATTHEW GOLDMAN

Internet

times jerky video that is commonly
broadcast on the Web to computers.
While IPTV does make use of Internet

protocols and is carried over broadband networks, it differs from Internet
video in that IPTV delivers broadcast quality programming to a customer's
TV over a network with quality of service guarantees. The general -use Inter -
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view, the technology behind IPTV is
anything but simple. There are four
main elements to an IPTV system: a
streaming headend, the core network, the last -mile access to the

customer (fiber or a form of
DSL) and the equipment

Streaming
headend
In many respects, the

streaming headend resembles that for cable or
DTH. Figure 1 on page 82
shows a functional block diagram of a typical video headend
architecture.
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Break The Binds
Much of the programming, like
national feeds of ESPN or HBO, is
received via digital satellite and de scrambled, but it is kept in the digital TV -compatible format in which
it was transmitted. Other content
sources may arrive via microwave,
fiber or terrestrial antennas. A local
studio can supplement the national
feeds. These additional sources often

require encoding of the programming to a DTV-compatible format.
The ubiquitous encoding format used
today for DTV is MPEG-2 video compression. The locally encoded and selected national feeds are aggregated

(descramblers, IRDs, encoders, servers, IP streamers and switches) incorporated in the IPTV headend.

The core network
To create the television experience
viewers are accustomed to, the netfrom glitches, lockups, dropouts and
other problems. This is accomplished

by ensuring that there is sufficient
bandwidth and differentiated handling of services based on specified
quality of service guarantees for the
broadcast -quality streaming video.

Last -mile access

for delivery to the core network.
The headend also typically contains
conditional -access and/or digital
rights management systems (to con-

While the network may have wide
bandwidth, the last mile to the customer premises may not. There are
two last -mile technologies generally
used in delivering IPTV: fiber to the
home or business and digital sub-

to view selected content), VOD and
other servers, streaming health moni-

toring equipment, and content insertion and automation systems. In
addition, it can contain the portal
or middleware software that handles
presentation, services and authentication. Figure 2 on page 82 shows

some of the

equipment

specific
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- Adapts To Any Environment

scriber line (DSL).

With fiber, bandwidth

is

not an

issue. Fiber can easily carry MPEG-2
signals in both SDTV and HDTV formats. However, providing fiber to all
of a telco's customers is a vast undertaking, which involves extensive redesign, con-

struction and
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K -WILL supplies a full line of high
quality test and monitoring equipment that give broadcast engineers
a forensic view of the signal they're
putting out and the power to make
immediate adjustments.

Get reliable answers about the
quality of your feed. You'll see
differences

in

signal

quality

immediately - and be able to do
something about it.

Eliminate concerns about human
error, equipment malfunction and
system failure. Set thresholds and
receive alarms when video quality
deteriorates or signal is lost.
0C,K

Figure 1. A functional block diagram of a typical video headend architecture

rewiring the drop from the street to the
customer premises. Because of this, fiber is not as common as DSL.

DSL provides a broadband connection on existing twisted pair cabling,
making life that much easier for the

telcos by repurposing the existing
drop wiring. However, DSL and its
advanced forms are bandwidth limited. A typical residential asymmetric
digital subscriber line (ADSL) service
today may offer a bandwidth between
1.5Mb/s and 6Mb/s.
Bit rates vary with distance. If there
is old wiring or wiring that is pigtailed
or spliced in any way, the bandwidth
will be reduced.

MPEG-2 is the ubiquitous encod-

fJj

111Pr
Recommended by ITU Document J.144
The VP21H is a real time picture quality analyzer for standard and high definition. All

ing format today for both SD and
HD. But in a network such as ADSL
with constrained bandwidth, the bit
rate for MPEG-2 is too high. HD in

MPEG-2 requires roughly 12Mb/s

to 18Mb/s just for the video part
- not taking into account audio and
data - and clearly won't fit into the
bandwidth available with ADSL. SD
in MPEG-2 requires approximately
2Mb/s to 4Mb/s. Therefore, the delivery of more than one channel to the
customer premises (for viewing on a
second or third TV) is not practical.

That's where the next generation
of coding (compression) technology
comes in. Both MPEG-4 AVC (ISO/
IEC 14496-10/ITU-T Rec. H.264) and
proposed SMPTE 421M VC -1 (industry standardization of Microsoft Win-

dows Media Video 9) can code HD
into 6Mb/s to 10Mb/s and SD into the
1Mb/s to 2Mb/s range, for equivalent

picture quality to the higher bit rate
MPEG-2. Now we're getting closer.
DSL technology is also leaping ahead.
411...111P

inputs are SDI or HD -SDI. It is a great product

for assessing video quality on a "before and
after basis" for example on encode / decode
systems.
It was a Pick Hit product at
NAB2005. An analog version is also available.
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The QuMax is a multi -module chassis that can
take up to 12 inputs of analog, SDI or HD -SDI.
It is ideal for automated quality control of on -air
signals or for a dubbing system, replacing the
human eye.
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990 West 190th Street, Suite 555
Torrance, CA 90502
PH: (949) 553-9701
salesus@kwillcorporation.com
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IP/Ethernet
VoD
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Figure 2. Some of the specific equipment-descramblers, IRDs, encoders, servers,
IP streamers, switches-incorporated in the IPTV headend
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Next -generation delivery of the
television experience
A new access network technology called
ADSL2+ will allow bit rates (again varying by distance) in the 14Mb/s to 20Mb/

s range. One channel of MPEG-2 HD
could just about fit, but there would not

be enough bandwidth to offer broadband service of support for more than
one channel to be viewed on other TVs.
However, a channel of MPEG-4 AVC or

VC -1 HD - or multiple SD channels
- will fit just fine.
IPTV is made viable by using these
two technologies, which are coming of
age at the same time. Advanced video
coding approximately halves the bandwidth needed for HDTV and advanced
xDSL more than doubles the bandwidth
capability of existing DSL over twisted

command on the remote control.

command gets processed, with the

The control architecture that manages how users perceive and accesses
available services provides the look

result (like switching to a new channel) sent back down the network to
the set -top box and onto the TV.

and feel of the program viewing guide.
It also verifies that users are authorized
for the services they are attempting to
access, which is commonly called the
IPTV middleware or portal.

There are two aspects of the IPTV
middleware that communicate with
each other. One part resides in the head -

end or contra aggregation points in the
network, and the other part resides in
the customer premises equipment.

In an IPTV system, when a user
pushes a button on the remote, the

IPTV is here
IPTV is beyond the testing stage. Sys-

tems worldwide are already deployed.
In the United States, many of the first
tier telco companies will roll out IPTV

services in full force in 2006 to better compete with cable and satellite.
SBC plans aggressive rollouts to more
than 40 metro areas, and Verizon has
filed franchise applications in numerous jurisdictions. As content deals are

announced, the service offerings are

remote sends a command to the set -

gaining momentum. Expect to see

pair phone wiring. This benefits the

top box. The set -top box then receives

service providers because they can now

and interprets that command and

Verizon's FIOS and SBC's Lightspeed
service offered in your neighborhood

offer HD and multiple TV support to
the customer and still have bandwidth
left over for phone and data - the tri-

translates it into higher level control
signaling that gets sent upstream to
the network channel -change control-

in 2006.

ple play package of bundled services.

ler and/or portal server. There, the

technology for TANDBERG Television.

Customer premises
equipment and middleware
The customer premises equipment
is usually a set -top box or a residen-

BE

Matthew Goldman is vice president of

The Measurable Difference
in Precision and Clarity

tial gateway. A key difference between

IPTV and cable or DTH satellite is
that the latter delivers all available
channels to the customer at the same
time. However, IPTV over a network
with restricted bandwidth to the cus-

tomer can't deliver, for example, 40
HD and 200 SD channels.
Using next -generation compression technology, with approximately

8Mb/s for each HD channel and approximately 1.5Mb/s for each SD chan-

nel, only a few channels will fit down
a 14Mb/s ADSL2+ pipe. This means

that the channel tuning function for
IPTV does not reside in the set -top
box, as it does for cable or DTH. Instead, channel switching takes place
upstream in the network.
Switching can take place at the head end or somewhere else in the network,

depending on network topology and
the control architecture. In general,
hierarchical control architecture is designed to optimize real-time response
to the customer's push -of -a -button
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Media
General
moves content with
Panasonic's P2

BY ARDELL HILL

The elimination of moving parts and
the ability to transition to a completely
file -based content management system

Out in the field

based broadcast group Media
General committed to convert
newsgathering operations at its 20 tele-

were the paramount reasons we are

vision stations that produce news to

making the transition. Our engineering

P2 camcorders in the field for daily
newsgathering. The image quality is

Panasonic's DVCPRO P2 series solidstate memory format. (The core products in the series are the AJ-SPX800
camcorder, the new AJ-SPC700 cam-

philosophy is to move towards moving content seamlessly across multiple
platforms. The system allows users in-

In spring 2004, Richmond, VA -

0
D

0

0
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corder and the AJ-SPD850 studio
recorder.) Since that time, 10 Media
General stations have been equipped
with the P2 series, and next year we
will transition six more stations.

stant access to file -based video content,
which facilitates multiple levels of news
production happening simultaneously.
It also provides also provides the mar-

keting and production departments at
the stations with instant access.

We now have more than 90 AJSPX800 2/3in DVCPRO50/DVCPRO

remarkable. Living up to its durability

promise, the camera performed well

The camera performed
well for our stations
covering ... Katrina
and Rita.
for our stations covering hurricanes
Katrina and Rita.
And every day, crews in the field discover new ways to do their jobs based
on the feature set of the camcorders.

For example, the B -roll function the ability to switch instantaneously
from a live to a recorded segment in
the camera - was an instant hit with
all of our users.

The flexibility of the camera sys-

tem, with its ability to display
thumbnail clips and accept electronic In and Out markers, means
that our reporters spend less time
dealing with the mechanics of video

acquisition. This gives them and
their photojournalists more time
to consider what they're shooting,
what they've shot, and how the foot-

age can be constructed into a more
coherent, more compelling story.

Each station using the system
produces more than 20 hours of
news programming a week. All of
the group stations have moved to a
A photographer at KWCH-TV uses the Panasonic AJ-SPX800 DVCPRO P2 camcorder. KWCH-TV in Wichita, KS, is one of 10 Media General stations that have already
begun using the camcorders.The station also tested the AJ-PCS060 portable hard
drive, which Media General plans to now use in all of its ENG operations.
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nonlinear editing environment. Material is edited on Vibrint NewsEdit
NLE systems.
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MOD

With the 5400 Sync
Pulse Generator, you
can relax and forget

about it.You just
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The next tapeless step
KWCH-T V in Wichita, KS, tested
to

Panasonic's AJ-PCS060, a portable,

2.5in 60GB hard drive, over the
summer. The 1.41b drive addresses

the issue of "Now that I've shot
the material, I need to get it off the
cc

to

Ir
D
O

camera and into a holding device
independent of the camera." The
drive holds up to 15 of DVCPRO
P2's 4GB cards, replacing the need
for a multitude of media. The entire
contents of one of those cards can
be transferred to the internal hard
disk drive in about four minutes (in
verify off mode).

AAAAA

integrating 125 of the drives into our
ENG operations.

In terms of ultimate HD production, anything we do in HD will be
done in the DVCPRO format. We're
just beginning to find opportunities
to do localized HD programming
and event coverage.

01

Now, with P2, we continue to realize new benefits in terms of managing video content as files in the new
tapeless environment.
BE
Ardell Hill is senior vice president of
broadcast operations for Media General.

Making the change

The P2 store provides quick -to -access transfers, making efficient use of

z

ll

4rr4499119112111,1.

the media cards. And it allows us to
better manage media in the field. The
hard drive completes the workflow
we were looking for when we added
the P2 camcorders. We're currently

Master Control

Media General stations using
the Panasonic DVCPRO P2
WFLA-TV in Tampa, FL
WKRG-TV in Mobile, AL
WNCT-TV in Greenville, NC
WTVQ-TV in Lexington, KY
WJBF-TV in Augusta, GA
KWCH-TV in Wichita, KS
KALB-TV in Alexandria, VA
WDEF-TV in Chattanooga, TN
WSPA-TV in Greenville, SC
WSLS-TV in Roanoke, VA

Media General stations
transitioning to the
Panasonic DVCPRO P2
WIAT-TV in Birmingham, AL
WRBL-TV in Columbus, GA
WJTV-TV in Jackson, MS
WJHL-TV in Johnson City, TN

WBTW-TV in Florence/
Myrtle Beach, SC
WMBB-TV in Panama City, FL

Intelligent Master Control
World leader in scalable multi -channel playout
°MC scales from a single channel
to over 60, with the flexibility to
meet your needs using a unique
selection of HD and SD channels,
control panels and upstream routers

OMC-2
HD or SD operation from a common hardware platform
Handles dual stream Dolby E for 16 channel audio
Dual logo stores and up to three external keyers
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Video Production Switcher

VPS-700
INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO

and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

"GINGA"

The VPS-700 was developed based on an entirely new concept -all inputs have independent 2D DVEs toption), making it
equivalent to a monstrous 32 -channel DVE. Mix/Effect (M/E)
transitions are combined by two independent ye -combiners,
and two -channel combined outputs can be assigned to the
PGM and PST buses.

Small sized OU and MU full size performance

Imagination to Creation

www.for-a.com

.
- 2 RU frame contains SD -SDI 16 Inpit and 16 Outpir.
- 16 background video layers
- 6 keyers with chroma key function
- 6 channels of 3D DVE effects
- Frame synchronizer on each input
- Capable to results achieved from larger 3 or 4M/E switchers

Tel: +81 (0)3-3446-3936
Tel: +1 714-894-3311
CANADA (Toronto) / FOR -A Corporation of Canada: Tel: +1 416-977-0343
FOR -A Company Limited / Head Office (Japan):

UK (Londor) / FOR -A UK Limited:

USA (CA, NY, FL) / FOR -A Corporation of America:
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Router

integration
with Euphonix digital audio

U)

mixing systems

C)

BY DAVE HANSEN, DAVE MCCLURE, ANDREW WILD AND ROGER MAYCOCK
With

O

increasing

cast production, the

CC

0

the

complexity of broaddemands placed upon audio operators
and technical engineers have similarly
increased. An audio operator may be
required to simultaneously check the

main audio sources, patch isolated
router feeds for tape and mix down
pre -production spots.

router space is limited, entire set-ups
may require modification.
To address this, audio installations

for trucks and broadcast facilities
generally require the specification
of two audio systems: the digital
audio mixer's router and the panel controlled router/switcher system.
The two systems are nearly identical and differ only in the manner in
which they are controlled.
However, despite their similarities,
integrators frequently find themselves

purchasing separate audio frames
from multiple vendors as single systems seldom provide this dual functionality. Furthermore, duplication

of sources and interconnection between the two requires large numbers
of source distribution amplifiers and
additional router I/O. This raises the

system's cost, increases complexity
and limits the capabilities of both.
Having identified the inefficiencies,
Euphonix worked toward a solution.
Its digital audio mixing systems can
now fully integrate with most router

control systems using the ES -Control protocol - supported by models
A complete Euphonix digital audio sys-

tem is lightweight, making it ideal for
trucks and remote applications. Shown
here is a System 5-B digital audio mixing console on a Mobile Television
Group HDX remote truck.

from PESA, NVISION, Pro -Bel, Sony,

Grass Valley and Utah Scientific. The
result is simpler, more efficient audio
systems.

The SH612 MADI router
Similarly, the technical engineers

To achieve maximum flexibility in

must configure the router control
and this must happen with a mini-

signal routing, Euphonix consoles
use the SH612 MADI router. It has
a 2RU form factor that includes re-

mum of interruption to tape production. Last-minute changes are inevitable, and in situations where audio

dundant power supplies and boots to
the last known state in five seconds.
The unit can be operated stand-alone,

panels as sources become available,
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controlled directly from a Euphonix
console, or it can be fitted with software allowing control from an ES Control -capable router controller.
It provides 12 MADI inputs and 12
MADI outputs.

In Euphonix routing systems, all
studio sources and destinations, as
well as console signals, are converted
to MADI. MADI (AES10) is a serial

digital format that allows 56 digital
audio signals (48kHz/24 bit) to be
sent down a single 750, coax. The
SH612 is, therefore, capable of handling routing of up to 672 inputs into
672 outputs.

Because signals are converted to
MADI, the original source and destination format becomes transparent
for the user. Additionally, the SH612
is based on a TDM backplane, which
allows AES/EBU pairs to be separated
and reassembled at will. For instance,

a camera mic and mono program can
be sent to the stereo AES/EBU input

of a VTR by simply operating the
router panel in the tape room.

Independent control
In basic systems, the SH612 is configured to be controlled by the console. However, in broadcast facilities,
where independent console routing is
required, an additional SH612-ES is
deployed and connected to the router
controller. The units are identical except for mode of control.

Low-cost signal distribution
When specifying independent routing systems, it is necessary to duplicate
source signals across both systems. In

NOVEMBER 2005

Play - Record & Analyze

RF or MPEG
Signals

Euphonix consoles use the SH612, a 2RU MADI routing unit that features a large
front -panel control wheel, status lights and sync selector.

many installations, this requires a separate DA for each signal source. Here,
the advantages of using MADI as the
native audio format become clear. Because MADI is electronically similar

outputs. Manual patching is no longer required, and show setups can be

to SDI video, it can be run through
standard SDI distribution amps.
Therefore, a multichannel front-end
MADI converter (analog-to-MADI

Digital audio console router integration provides the audio operator
and the panel -controlled router operators independent control of every

or AES/EBU-to-MADI) can be inexpensively distributed to both routing

source on the system. The benefits are
substantial.

systems via a single SDI DA.

Sharing a single set of audio converters for the mixing console and
mobile/facility router can save thou-

Considering the number of signal
sources in most facilities, the cost savings can be substantial. Furthermore,
this guarantees that the required

sources for the facility are equally

On Your Laptop

saved and recalled from a file.

'-'( r 10 t.1 6 b

Benefits

sands of dollars. Setups can be stored
and recalled, eliminating the need for
manual patching.

available to both the audio mixer and
panel controlled router system.

In addition, the audio operator no
longer needs to patch console output
busses to the destinations. Console

Simplified configuration

output busses such as main program,

at

-

Complete Digital & Analog
RF Signal Analysis

o
- MPEG Stream Parsing,

Analysis, AN Decoding

oe

- Data Logging & Stream
Capture Functionality

Independent router systems in-

aux feeds and IFBs automatically

- Constellation, Eye Diagram,
& Spectral Display

variably require some level of inter-

appear as sources on the router. Engineering then has full control of all
audio sources from any router control panel.

- Play & Record MPEG-2
Streams

connection. As the audio operator
builds isolated feeds in the console,
they frequently patch into the facility router, where the facility engineer must associate them with video
sources for tape operators and other
production personnel. The number

of audio router inputs available is
usually limited by the installation
budget as each interconnection requires purchase of a console output
circuit, router input circuit and associated patchbay real estate.

Interconnecting two routing systems merely requires patching one
or more console MADI outputs to
router MADI inputs via coax cables.
A single coax allows 56 console signals to be placed on the router. Two
or three coax cables enable the audio
operator to make available all signifi-

cant console outputs (main busses
and aux busses) as well as many direct
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Finally, the audio console and panel -

controlled router share a single set of
audio frames - exactly half of what
is often procured. A comprehensive
Euphonix digital audio system typically weighs less than 5001bs, making
the solution perfect for trucks and remote applications.
BE
Dave Hansen is VP strategic accounts,
Dave McClure is product and technical
specialist, and Andrew Wild is VP marketing for Euphonix. Roger Maycock is a
technical writer.

COMING SOON
Look for the 5th annual

- Auto Inspect With The Push
Of A Button

- Completely Portable For
Easy Field Operation

O

Media Solutions Since 1951

www.sencore.com
1- 800-SENCORE(736-2673)

EXCELLENCE AWARDS

annual

in the December issue

broadcastengineering.com
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Archival
systems
BY JOHN LUFF

My favorite online dictionary defines archive
in three relevant ways:
"A place or collection containing records, documents or other materials
of historical interest.

Online storage

A long-term storage area, often on

layer is the most restricted. The storage is high in bandwidth and is fault -

magnetic tape, for backup copies of
files or for files that are no longer in

The top layer requires immediate
and real-time access. When a command is issued to play or deliver the
media, it is immediately executed.
Due to cost constraints, the size of this

tolerant. Nothing stands in the way

clusively file -based and is not aware
of the outside real-time world.

Online robotic archive
The third layer is much cheaper
storage and often is robotic. Examples
include streaming tape, optical (DVD

or volumetric storage) or other new
technologies that are inexpensive and

active use.

A file containing one or more files
in compressed format for more ef-

The last layer might be thought of as the
removable media from the robotic archive stored
on shelves in a deep mine somewhere for
long-term preservation purposes.

ficient storage and transfer."
The first definition is interesting because it is simply a place. The concept

is applicable to the idea of layered
storage in that one only cares to know

the information has been stored and
can be retrieved. The second definition might also be applicable to media

content in the context of long-term,
perhaps offline, storage. The third
definition is not so much a place as
it is a methodology for reducing the
quantity of digital storage needed.

In this context, it is interesting to
think about how various methods
Online storage

7

Near -line storage

Online robotic archive
Deep offline archive
Figure 1. The four layers of archival
storage

of archiving media content fit into
these definitions. It is popular today
to think of four layers of storage that
are relevant to the archiving process.
(See Figure 1.)

90

of delivery. An example is broadcast
hardware, with a real-time operating
system running it, which is equipped
with control interfaces and software
to facilitate the demands placed on it.

massive. It is slower than the other
layers above it, and it is simply a repository for content. It makes no attempt to convert content to a release

Near -line storage

Deep offline storage

The second layer is near -line in the

sense that nothing can play directly
from it to the release chain. Between
the two layers is a software interface
that controls the movement of the
content to the next layer in the hierarchy. That same software layer
must exist between each of the lay-

ers. This higher capacity storage
might come in the form of inex-

format for delivery.

The last layer might be thought of
as the removable media from the robotic archive stored on shelves in a
deep mine somewhere for long-term
preservation purposes. It is the least
vulnerable because it is not connected online to anything, and it is clearly
the slowest because requests might
involve transportation by snail -speed
systems. It is protected and secure
from any intrusion and is the least expensive layer to maintain.

pensive disk arrays with good fault
tolerance that may have high bandwidth, but are constructed in a way
to minimize the cost of storage and Archival applications
maximize the ability to interface to
All archive implementations don't
other products.
need more than two of these layers.
In a broadcast plant, the transfer of The concept, remember, is to collect
content from suppliers might con- records and store them. Each of the
nect directly to this layer of the facility. This is where content conversion
takes place and where ingest occurs
from live or other sources. It is ex -

broadcastengineering.com

layers does so with different capabilities, access speed and cost. A station
with no news might implement video
servers with only a near -line archive

NOVEMBER 2005

front porch digital

SAVE MONEY, TIME, AND SPACE
Replace a roomful of tapes with DIVAworks-the world's first turnkey nearline digital archiving appliance.
Get back the money, space, and time you spend on your videotape library by replacing it with DIVAworks from
Front Porch Digital. DIVAworks:
Protects your content assets and makes them easier to access
Automates tedious and time-consuming manual tasks associated with videotape
Tracks and maintains video and metadata allowing for efficient access to assets for playout and repurposing
Automates approximately 8000 hours of video/audio content at 15Mb/s utilizing LTO technology
DIVAworks was built specifically for broadcast, post -production, and newsroom applications to help maximize the
value of your video assets while eliminating the storage risks and the media, space, facility, and management costs
associated with tape.

For more information, call Front Porch Digital today,
or visit us online at www.fpdigital.com.

US: 936.520.6042, International: +33 4 50 88 37 70
DlVAworks®fpdigital.com

front porch digital
An Incentra Solurions Comp,
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for the sole purpose of increasing the
storage capacity without increasing
cost dramatically.

software. An archive manager may
not know anything about the content except its name (unique material
identification or UMID, perhaps) and

The cost of online storage, however, is dropping rapidly. Thus, the
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location. Media asset management

line between near -line and large online libraries is a bit blurred. If you
think of the functionality different-

ly, you might think of near -line as
a functional part of an online system. Its content is likely to almost
be available in real time. In some
implementations, the near -line can

software will likely have a much more

rich database of information about
the content. It is this rich relational
database that makes searching and
With the DaletPlus News Library, video
and log archive information is instantly
accessible online anywhere in a facility.

categorizing possible, something that
the archive manager does not necessarily need to be able to do. Archive

management software is strong on

transfer to the online system at deep in the stack the archive manager the certain knowledge of the location

0
CC

a.
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speeds far above real time, so it is
seamless to the operation.
The goal of archive management

had to go to find the content and how
it had to move it.

software is to extend that seamless capability to deeper layers. The request-

ing application at the top - broadcast

that has been moved to a limestone
mine had better happen with enough
warning to load the truck up and de-

of the content and the best way to get
it to the final destination.
With this view, the hardware seems
to be irrelevant, which clearly is not
true. Each manufacturer's system has
unique capabilities. Robotic systems

automation, for instance - doesn't

liver it. But in all other cases, the time

can have hundreds of terabytes or

care that the archive manager had to

between request and playout can be

petabytes available in a system, which

move the content to make it avail-

thought of as simply a pre -fetch command, meaning an advanced warning
to move the content through the stack
to the playout level by a certain time.

looks to the outside world like it is

able. It simply wants to know that the
content is present when it is cued for

playback. In this sense, the archive

Suffice it to say, a request for content

software is, in reality, the archive itself.

Do not confuse archive manage-

The user should not have to care how

ment with media asset management

online except for the speed of access.
Volumetric optical storage (holographic storage) can be significantly
faster in access times because there is

no need to rewind tape or search in
a linear fashion through a serial medium. DVD can be inexpensive for
modest installations, but it is somewhat limited in write speed.
Thus, each technology is applicable

in some applications. News might
fit better with DVD, massive program libraries with streaming tape
and systems with frequent random
access needs with volumetric optical
storage.
Deciding how to implement a system
requires a thoughtful view of the needs

of the system, including the throughput needed, access time demands, cost
of storage, maintenance and other factors. Avoid giving in to manufacturers
who point out that their systems work
in all applications. But get used to the
concepts soon; they are integral parts
of many facilities today and will be in
many more soon.
BE
John Luff is the senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

China Central TV's online robotic archive operation consists of a StorageTek
PowderHorn 9310 tape library with fiveT9840B and fiveT9940B tape drives.
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SEND

Send questions and comments to:

lohniuff@primediabusiness.com
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DIGITAL BROADCAST ARCHIVES
1

WE PERFECTED THEM. r11

* Slit i44,

More RESOURCES. Broader SOLUTIONS. Deeper EXPERTISE.
Front Porch Digital and StorageTek have accelerated the evolution of integrated a: -chive systems, with custom

DIVAcomplete installations at more than sixty facilities worldwide. Now that Sun has joined forces with
StorageTek, the team that perfected digital archives is even stronger.
Together, we manage mission -critical archiving in the world's leading broadcast, cable and satellite facilities. We'll

tailor -fit each system to your specific requirements. With unparalleled design, delivery, and support for our
custom -fit software and storage hardware solutions, we make sure you have the archive system that's perfect for
your facility.
Our customers are names you know and respect, and no other archive management vendor can match the quality
of our references. Call us today to see here why your company should be on this list, too, and why nothirg less
than perfection will do.
For more information, call Front Porch Digital today,
or visit us online at www.fpdigital.ccm.

US: 936.520.6042, International: +33 4 50 88 37 70
DIVAcomplete®fpdigital.com

STORAGETEK "
Sun Microsystems

front porch digital
An inCP/It
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CONTROLLER

MPEG-4 AVC HD ENCODER

Microfirst Engineering MPC-3200: Real-time
00111
automation control and interface equipment;
can execute downloaded event schedules, providing a
distributed -control automation environment; features a
real-time, multitasking, pre-emptive operating system (the
WinMOS) that mimics WIN32 API calls; provides the additional abstraction layer to allow existing WIN32 programming skills to be immediately useful.

Grass Valley ViBE: Features H.264/MPEG-4 AVC main/High
Profile Level 4 compression, including FRext; has CBR and
CBR encoding; includes MPEG-1 layer 2, Dolby Digital 2.0
or 5.1 (AC3) and AAC audio compression; features up to 12

201-651-9300; www.microfirstcom

stereo audio channels; has advanced preprocessing and
noise reduction; offers IP over Gigabit Ethernet output;
supports management via embedded Web server, SNMP,
or Grass Valley XMS 3500 eXtensible Management System command and control, including redundancy management; fits in a 1U chassis.

503-526-8200; www.grassvalley.com

REMOTE SIGNAL
ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
Leader FS3019: Remote HD -SDI and SD -SDI equipment
can be checked via a standard Internet connection; per-

forms detailed checks of a broadcast module or a total
system, regardless of its location; remote operators can
trace and rectify faults back at base; maintenance staff
of one broadcast site can supervise the equipment in an
entire national or multinational network.

800-695-9300; www.leaderusa.com

CONTROL PANEL
Videoframe VTECS 5: A knob -per -function panel for on -air
control of processing amp and frame sync equipment; has

a 1RU control panel and SNMP management; designed
to work with Leitch's DPS575 and NEO products, Snell &
Wilcox's RolINet, and Grass Valley's Gecko, Kameleon and
TEN -XL products.

530-477-2000; www.videoframesystems.com

PRO FLUID VIDEO HEAD

SIGNAL QUALITY MANAGER

Manfrotto 526: Supports weight loads up to 35.31b; features
Ma nfrotto's precise fluid drag system, with three step settings for low to high drag levels; includes a no -drag setting

for snap -pans and tilts; contains an adjustable spring for
camera weights for counterbalance and a built-in 100mm
half -ball for adaptability; features a removable pan arm
rosette; is available with the 350MVB tripod in a complete
video kit.

Leitch Videotek SQM-STM: Provides visual and aural confidence monitoring by streaming analog video and audio
to a user-suppl'ed PC and across network or Internet connections, using Leitch's Videotek Remote Management
software; continuously monitors the conditions of all common audio and video formats, including analog, digital and
MPEG; detects errors in the signal path and pinpoints the
exact location of the error.

201-818-9500; www.bogenimaging.us

800-231-9673; www.leitch.com
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"We needed 8vsb Analyzers

for both WNET DT New
York and WLIW DT
Plainview, NY. I made a list

of parameters that we
needed to analyze and
priced equipment. I thoug'it
we'd have to spend $30,000
or more, then we discovered

the 8vsb Analyzer from

Modulation Sciences for
under $10,000."

ravbill is
611010SQ.
When WNET Needed 8vsb Analyzers,
Frank Picked MSI
The msi 4400 has many standard features the expensive boxes lack-like
full -emote control via the Internet, alarm and trend logging, automatic
emEil generation and tap weight comparison over time, and most importantly,
a ccmmitment of support ior the lifetime of the unit.
All the features we need cone standard with the box.
Ewe Pattern & Constellation Disp ays
8 External Alarm Channels

Signal Quality Metering
SNIP, MER, or EVM Peaoout with 20 ma -lute History
Tap Weight Equalize- - Display, Zero, F-eeze & Compare

--- Trend & Alarm Data Log; - with Negative Time History
Bit Error Rates - Paw, p -e -RS, & post -RS
E-mail notification (:): Alerms

Fully Web Enabled for Demote Operation
CVB/ASI and SMPTE 310M TS Outputs.

laira modulation
117,:sciences

I inc.

The msi 4400 delivers accurate real-time data from an antenna at our
WNET studios in Manhattan, while at WLIW it takes its signal directly from
the transmitter. Our engineers have full access and control of both units
from their desks and through remote network connections.

12A World's Fair Dr. Somerset, NJ 08873 (800) 826-2603 Toll Free (732) 302-3090
E-mail: sales@modsci.com Web: www.modsci.com
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DIGITAL CONSOLE
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Solid State Logic XLogic E Signature Channel: Recreates
the sound of the early 1980s E Series SSL console using
modern discrete electronic circuits to emulate obsolete
components, such as the original E Series Class A VCAs;
choose between a selectable transformer drive or Variable Harmonic Drive (VHD) mic amps and the Listen Mic
compressor; input section contains two independent Mic
pre -amps; complements the SSL XLogic SuperAnalogue
channel.

212-315-1111; www.solid-state-logic.com
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HIGH-BANDWIDTH
MICROPHONE CABLE
Gepco X -Band: Is sonically transparent; has a wide frequency response and RF/EMI noise rejection; uses a video grade foam dielectric that reduces the capacitance as well
as cabling the pairs with a tight and precise twist; conductors are made from finely stranded, oxygen -free copper to
maximize conductivity and protect against corrosion.

847-795-9555; www.gepco.com

IP VIDEO MONITOR

POWER STRIPS
Middle Atlantic Products PDT Series: Can field -configure
strips for single- or dual -back circuits, isolated or non -isolated grounding; features a J -Box for easy hardwiring and
alternating outlet colors to differentiate circuits; includes
corded models in 15A and 20A versions; includes a mounting kit with lances and quick clips.

Path 1 Network Technologies Diagnostic, Analysis and
Stream Health (DASH): Detects problems intrinsic with
video streams being transported over packet -based networks; when used with the Path 1 Vx8000 IP video gateway, the integrated technologies detect and correct such
errors as IP network jitter and packet loss; pinpoints and
corrects performance problems quickly; video gateways
can be used to apply Pro-MPEG Code of Practice standards -compliant techniques for FEC.

858-450-4220; www.pathl.com

800-266-7225; www.middleatlantic.com

CABLE CONNECTOR

ACOUSTICAL TREATMENT

Neutrik OpticalCon: Based on a standard optical LC -

Auralex Acoustics AudioTile: Provides blending absorption, diffusion and reflection for acoustical balance; has a

Duplex connection; enables up to four copper wires to run

power or data signals through it; a special SMPTE-version provides an additional ground -shell contact; features
a rugged connection, all -metal housing and heavy-duty

cable retention; cables are protected from dust and dirt
through automatic sealing covers and gaskets.
732-901 9488; www.neutrikusa.com

96
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0.81 absorption coefficient at 125Hz max; NRC is between
1.00 and 1.05 depending on installation; foam thicknesses
range from 1in to 4in and are built into the patterns, providing varying degrees of absorption at varying frequencies;
has unlimited tessellation design patterns.

317-842-2600; www.auralex.com
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The mc266 with 512 DSP channels
The mc266's excelleice is derived from its initial conceptual design:
one of the largest audio matrices, the Pighest quality signal processing
in every channel and sophisticated redundancy arrangements, from
microphone input to program output. The compact DSP core with
512 DSP channels underlines the enormous capability of the mc2E6.
The control surface with its graphical support and direct access to the
essential parameters makes the mc266 the ideal tool for ambitious
productions - with REAL fast access!

Flexibility of external control, sophisticated audio -follow -video and
sequence automation guarantees the flexibility needed for live siluaticns.

BROADCAST

New: dynamic automation, workstation remote control

One generation ahead

NETWORKING
AUDIO
SYSTEMS
Lawo AG Rastatt/Gerniany +49 7222 1002-0 www.lawo.de
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PORTABLE FIELD
RECORDER
Sony PCM-D1: Weighs 18.5oz; is free
of all drive mechanisms and equipped
with sensitive, built-in condenser microphones in an X -Y configuration; is

designed with circuits that process

stereo sound with no extraneous
noise; features 96K-24 bit recording
capability, 4GB internal flash memory,

removable Memory Stick Pro highspeed storage and a built-in USB 2.0
port for Macintosh and Windows.

800-686-7669; www.sony.com/professional

SERVER
SeaChange Edge Server (ES -4012): Is configured with six
73GB, 147GB or 300GB hot-swappable disk drives; housed
in a 2RU chassis that scales from 15 to 370 hours (1.47TB)

of multiformat file storage, including MPEG-2, MPEG-2
IMX, DV -25 and DV -50; has redundant, hot-swappable

LONG-ZOOM PORTABLE LENS
Canon YJ20x8.5B KRS: Features Canon's Internal Focus
technology, which enables the front end of the lens to remain stationary as the internal elements move during focusing; includes a horizontal field of view of 54.7 degrees
and 72.5 degrees; has a focal length of 8.5mm and a servo
zoom speed of 1.2 seconds; weighs 2.581bs.

800-321-4388; www.canonbroadcast.com

power supplies and RAID -5 content protection.

978-897-0100; www.schange.com

Keepin' It Real
Our HD and SD converters consistently
wore a hole in one, working flawlessly 24/7
to deliver perfect signal and image quality at
breakthrough prices.
No worries. Now enjoy that doughnut

HD and SD Converters boast solid performance.

Prepare for the ultimate reality.

Rigorously tight specs. Unsurpassed reliability. That's precisely why

Check out our product line, call

they're the products of choice for major professional sports events.

visit www.aja.com for details.

530.274.2048

or

From miniature stand-alones to rackmount interface cards and

frames, we offer a full range of digital/analog models. Built by
video pros for video pros, they deliver top -of -the -line quality at a
can't -beat -it price.

98
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Digital Video broadcasting doesn't get any better than this

THALES

Digital Video
Broadcasting Solutions
Whether it's Encoding,
PSIP, iTV (ACAP),

Multiplexing,

Content Distribution,
Bouquet Creation,
Data Broadcasting,
Redundancy,

Contribution Security,

or Test & Measurement
solutions - Thales can
do it all. Thales has the
scaleable and flexible
solutions that today's
broadcasters need and
can rely on in the future.
Digital Video broadcasting
doesn't get any better
than this.

www.thales-bm.com

HEADSET
ULTRASONE HFI-700 HSD: Combines ULTRASONE's S -Logic technology with DPA's 4088 head -worn
directional microphone; a DPA 4088
(cardioid) or DPA 4066 lomni) microphone is joined to the headphone
with an articulating mount and disconnect; 6ft cable terminates to a
fan out with a 1/4in stereo plug for
monitoring and a 3 -pin female XLR for the microphone.

615-599-4719; www.ultrasoneusa.com

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
AUDIO CODEC
Dolby Media Producer: Supports all Dolby audio codecs
used in mastering DVD video, DVD audio, HD-DVD and
Blu-ray Disc formats; supports multichannel non -real-time
encoding and file decoding of Dolby Digital Plus, Dolby

PORTABLE RECORDER
TASCAM HD -P2: Features stereo recording to Compact Flash media; 44.1kHz to 192kHz recording resolution at
16- or 24 -bit; time -stamped Broadcast WAVE file format
is imported into DAW software and spotted into projects
with sample accuracy; retake button allows user to redo
last recording; audio files are continually resaved to safeguard against data loss; comprehensive system and transport control from the front panel or a PS/2 keyboard.

323-726-0303; www.tascam.com

Digital, Dolby TrueHD and MLP Lossless formats via a user

interface; suite comprises Dolby Media Encoder, Dolby
Media Decoder and Dolby Media Tools.

415-558-4813; www.dolby.com

NN Internaflonal...Univision .c11 NBC O&Os .EWTN Global

Telemundo

fLORICfll
YS TEMS

0 ors in commercial revenue
rough Florical automation in 2004.
1

2004 revenue of US TV broadcasters served by FSI.

The leader in TV automation.

352
6tfg Ronal! Systems. Inc.1-Ai'Abese:t:i1
Floncal Systems lm;.
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SEDP BUYING LIVE TRUCKS!
Instead, LEASE a NEW Gerling ENG or DSNG
for $0 down, and turn it in for a NEW one in 4 years!

New, Turnkey Live Trucks for $0 Down, and $2,400 per Month
Leasing a Gerling ENG or DSNG provides your station with HUGE advantages:

'No huge up -front cash expenditure

-Option to buy outright at end of term

NEW VAN, NEW systems every 4 years 'Delivery in less than 100 days ARO

No aging, unsafe vans = less liability

-Industry-leading Gerling Quality

The Gerling ENG FLEXLease; yet another innovation from the
World Leader in Remote Television Vehicles, Gerling & Associates.

C

Call Chris DeVol at (740) 965-2888 or email chrisd@gerlinggroup.com

ANL Gerling and
Associates

INC

Gerling & Associates, Inc.
138 Stelzer Court
Sunbury OH 43074
www.gerlinggroup.com
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MIXING CONSOLE
Yamaha M7CL: Available in 32- or 48 -channel formats;
Centralogic interface combines a touch -panel control
surface with Yamaha's Selected Channel structure; physical controls are single -function; digital controls can be
accessed through two software screens; has four stereo
inputs, three mini-YGDAI expansion card slots, 16 mix
buses, eight matrix buses, an L -C -R bus, eight DCAs and
16 omni outputs.

jj
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MINIATURE AUDIO RECORDER
SONOSAX MINIR82: Measures 4.75in x 3.15in x 1.1in and
weighs 1/21b; is configurable from two to eight tracks with
recording capabilities from 44.1kHz to 192kHz at 24 bits;

writes standard audio files to either its internal 20GB to
30GB hard disk or to the CompactFlash card; is equipped
with two microphone amplifiers with switchable limiters.

+41 21 651 01 01; www.sonosax.ch

714-522-9011; www.yamaha.com

20A REGULATOR
Furman Sound AR -20 II: Delivers a stable 120V of AC pow-

er; filters and purifies AC power; accepts any input voltage from 97V to 141V and transforms it to a constant 120V;

is outfitted with Furman's proprietary Series Multi -Stage
Protection Plus (SMP+) technology, which combines
three filtering and protection circuits; SMP clamps and
dissipates damaging transient voltages; protects against
prolonged overvoltages.

707-763-1010; www.furmansound.com

I.

SET-TOP BOX
Amino AmniNET 124: Supports MPEG-4 AVC/H.264;
has an Ethernet input and highly flexible audio and

video outputs; delivers interactive digital television via
multicast, on -demand video and Internet access.

678-636-6000; www.aminocom.com

LCD Scope...
IT'S ALL YOU EVER WANTED!
Covers ALL HD, SD standards, Composite, CAV, YC, plus
embedded and analog audio inclusive. SDI/analog versions
available.

Convenient video and audio does it ALL monitoring
solution, for rack, stand alone or field operations.

O

Cool running, small footprint, low power, AC/DC, and
batteries are included. Rack mount and carry case options.

TEL: (949) 916-1070 TOLLFREE: 866 -4 -HAMLET E -Mail: sales@hamletus.com
Web site: www.hamlet.us.com
UK Tel: +44 (0) 1494 729 728 Freephone (UK): 0500 625 525
E -Mail: sales©hamlet.co.uk Web site: www.hamlet.co.uk

102 broadcastengineering.com

HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION
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Does your news archive look like this?
(it doesn't have to.)
Finally, the world has a practical alternative to tape libraries!
Introducing NewsCat, the affordable, integrated cataloguing and archive
solution for news. With tight integration to newsroom computer systems,
video servers and nonlinear edit rooms, NewsCat archives news stories and
makes them easily searchable for reuse.

Automation just got easier.

www.crispincorp.com

sales@crispincorp.com

919.845.7744
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.5V eg 2A

Pb, Y

Pr, CNIIS

RS -422

HD - Connect LE
CD Convergent Design
1394 (HDV)

HDISD-SDI

Audio (Mon)

CONVERTER

BIDIRECTIONAL CONVERTERS
0
ct

Blackmagic Design Multibridge Extreme and Multibridge
Studio: Instantly switch between HD and SD; feature 4:2:2
and Dual Link 4:4:4 video quality; high-speed PCI Express
connection; support Windows XP and Mac OS X.
702-257-2371;

LTC. AES

Convergent Design HD -Connect LE: Integrates video, audio, time -code and deck control into one box; offers the
features of conversion to HD or SD, allowing users to output to a wide variety of formats; offers two modes of deck
control: RS -422 to 1394 and 1394 to RS -422.

www.blackmagic-design.com

720-221-3861;

www.convergent-design.com
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agiffisirJfilly is that guy.
Want information about what's going on at the FCC that might affect the way you do business?
Say no more.
How about news regarding the ever-changing technical data, specs, interfaces, industry trends,
and equipment needed to stay that crucial techno-step* ahead?

Well look no further than Broadcast Engineering's E -Newsletters:

RF Update Digital Signage Update News Technology Update
Sports Technology Update Strategic Content Management Show Updates
And the great thing is, we'll never ask to borrow money for lunch.

Subscribe today and thrive tomorrow: http://www.broadcastengineering.com
"Testimonial courtesy of Kevin White, Independent Program Producer

TRUSTED, Technology Industry Leader
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Identifying
RF
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Problems

HIGH-RESOLUTION DISPLAY DEVICE
Electronic Visuals i-Pal: Records composite video as MPEG-4 on its internal
20GB hard drive and plays it back through a composite output; can be used
as a camera display and recorder to review shots without interfering with the
master recording; serves to store and play MPEG-4 films, MP3 music and digital images or can be used as a 20GB pen drive; has a 7in display.

Easier!

+44 1483 771663; www.electronic-visuals.com
SLM 1456 RF Signal Level Meter

- Digital Signal Measurements Including
Pie/Post FEC, BER, MER. and level

004
sis
49

ID

-Analog Signal Measurements Including

"824

C/N, A/V, and Level

OPTICAL NETWORK SYSTEM
Mediornet X -Switch: Transports any signal type via optical fiber, including HD SDI and mixed formats; native conversion technology is built-in, making signal,
sync and time conversions all available within the same platform; can be configured to provide any desired level of channel protection.

954-704-1552; www.mediornet.com

- Constellation Display For 8-VSB
and QAM 64/256

$.7

- Full Tuning From 5-878 MHz With Easy -

< r_
0 442
W

- aa

To -Read Spectral Display

IX

- light -Weight And Portable With 8-10
Hours Of Continuous Operation

SIMINICOIRE

EMBEDDER AND DE-EMBEDDER

Innovative Media Solutions Since 1951

Network Electronics AV-HD-XMUX: Embeds four AES streams with selectable
sample rate conversion, allowing sampling rates from 8kHz to 216kHz; offers
comprehensive audio processing functionality, providing group swap, channel
shuffle, UR inversion and variable delay.

www.sencore.com
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673)

+47 33 48 99 99; www.network-electronics.com
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CONSOLE PLATFORM AUTOMATION
Calrec System Plus: Adjusts individ- SYSTEM
ual discrete elements via a custom designed spill panel; uses one fader
per surround channel; can use the resources of 2x stereo channels for L/R
and Ls/Rs, and 2x mono channels for
center and LFE; includes new fader
panels; works across Calrec's Alpha,
Sigma and Zeta range of consoles.

Wm! Cerify: Verifies and checks

+44 1422 842159

+44 117 3101 244

www.calrec.com

www. vquaLbiz

content prior to transmission or use;
all aspects are checked, including
compliance and correctness to video
and audio standards, video formats,
resolutions, bit rates and video quality; video in any compressed format
can be checked.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

lution LCD (210,000 pixels) and EVF
(235,000 pixels) monitors.
201-348-5300

Publication Title: Broadcast Engineering
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10.
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11.
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13.
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14.

15.

Extent and Nature of Circulation

a. Total Number of Copies (Net press run)
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Panasonic Broadcast AG-DVX100B:
Is RoHS-compliant; weighs 41b; allows camera -to -camera time -code

sync and user-settable file transfer
over IEEE 1394; has remote control
of focus and iris (wired) for easier
operation when mounted on a jib or
tripod; features single -button character off for LCD and EVF displays;
improved video S/N for better low light recording; includes high -reso-

United States Postal Service
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, and CIRCULATION
Required by 39 USC 3686
1.

MINIDV CAMERA

Average No. Copies No. Copies of Single
Each Issue During
Issue Published
Preceding 12 Months Nearest to Filing Date
50,537

50,552

31,971

31,731

0

0

13,703

13,709

0

0

45,674

45,440

2,072

2,203

0

0

0

0

www.panasonic.com/provideo

NEWS PRODUCTION
SYSTEM
Quantel Newsbox: Is preconfigured
and tested to work straight from the
box; features an editing server based
on Quantel sQ and Frame Magic tech-

nology; the production workstations
provide instant access to recorded
material for shot selection, editing or
reviewing finished stories.
+44 1635 48222

www.quantel.com

TRANSPORT
STREAM ANALYZER

1,113

1,275

3,185
48,858
1,678

3,478
48,918
1,634

50,537

50,552

Su pports10Mb/s,100MB/s and 1000Mb/s
Ethernet; sniffs out video traffic on

93.48%

92.89%

any set of IP address pairs, extracts

Publication of Statement of Ownership - Will be printed in the Nov. 05 issue of this publication.
I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete. Signature and title of Editor, Publisher, Business
Manager, or Owner - Sonja Rader, Audience Marketing Manager, 09/22/05

Pixelmetrix DVStation-IP Portable:

the MPEG-2 transport stream and performs extensive MPEG-2 verification; is
housed in a portable package.
954-472-5445

www.pixelmetrix.com
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SATA RAID STORAGE SYSTEMS

GRAPHICS AUTOMATION
SYSTEM
VertigoXmedia Xmedia Suite: Automatically creates, controls and delivers real-time content to any delivery channel;
broadcast -ready graphics can be created directly from a
user's desktop, dropped into predefined templates, linked to
live data sources and inserted into playlists, withoutthe user
needing to write software code; data is normalized through
an XML-based interface; system is MOS-complaint.

Promise Technology VTrak M200p/M300p/M500p: Feature
3Gb/s speed; include Native Command Queuing (NCQ),
staggered spin -up and drive hot swap support; hardware -

accelerated iSCSI, Fibre Channel and U320 SCSI host
systems; have redundant power supplies and cooling ECC
cache memory; reduce 1TB rebuilds from an average 33
hours to less than seven hours.

408-228-1400; www.promise.com

514-397-0955; www.vertigoxmedia.com

LINE ARRAY SPEAKERS
SLS Loudspeakers LS6593S and LS6593A:
Are based on a woofer line array mounted
on a front panel with a coaxially positioned
ribbon tweeter array; woofer array consists
of 6in x 5.25in drivers; tweeter arrays consist
of 9in x 3in ribbon planar drivers; deliver a
frequency response of 80Hz to 20kHz; handle
up to 600W of amplifier power.
417-883-4549

MULTI-APPLICATION
CONTROL SURFACE
Euphonix MC Intelligent Application Controller: Serves
as a stand-alone product as well as the centerpiece of
the System 5 -MC console surface; has four levels of control; includes a keyboard and trackball and 56 LCD Smart Switches that can be programmed to send out keystroke
commands; features HUI and Mackie Control protocol and
EuCon.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com

www.sIsloudspeakers.com

Insight Media, an international market research organization devoted
to all aspects of the electronic display industry announces its inaugural
"HDTV Business Conference': to be held on January 4, 2006, the day before
the formal opening of CES 2006, at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas.
While high -definition TVs are one major aspect of the HDTV revolution,

many other technologies and products are also advancing rapidly and in the process, creating challenges and opportunities. Fortunes will be

made and lost; companies will rise and fall; technologies and products
will emerge as winners and losers. HDTV Business Conference is designed
to help bring clarity to some of these issues.

Who should attend?
Executives, managers, product planners, marketers, and
engineers participating in the HDTV industry

Technologists and executives participating in related industries

January 4, 2006
MGM Grand Las Vegas

Newcomers to the world of HDTV
Session I: Filling the Pipeline
HD Content - Is Enough Coming?
Will IPTV Challenge?
The Mobile Video Opportunity
Finding the Profitable Mix
Session 11: Clash of the Titans
Digital Rights Management (DRM) Debate
Blue -ray vs. HD-DVD

Session III: Price/Performance
Who will win the price/performance war - MD -TV, LCD or PDP?
Feature Sets - What combinations do consumers want?
The Silicon Wars - What more can we expect?

Session IV: Who Wins?
Selling TVs will never be the same
Who will make money?
Creating Demand
Session V: Networking Session

The registration fee is $695.00. An early bird registration fee of $595.00 is available until November 15th.
Limited discounted room registrations are available at the MGM Grand Hotel for $139.00 (Jan. 3rd) and $249.00 (Jan. 4th).
For program or sponsorship information: Visit www.hdtv-bc.com or contact Chris Chinnock, (chris@insightmedia.info),
Insight Media, phone (203) 831-8464 or Elliott Schlarn (ESchlam@aol.com), Elliott Schlam Associates, phone (732) 493-3868.

For registration: Visit www.hdtv-bc.com/registration.htrn
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DATA TAPE SYSTEM
Quantum SDLT 600A with DLTxchange: Has Gigabit Ethernet and built-in FTP for network attached archiving; is ac-

CC

cessible to any computer anywhere in a facility; features
36MB/s data transfer rates; includes 300GB native Super
DLTtape IIA cartridge capacity that allows users to store
more than six hours of HD or more than 25 hours of SD on
a single cartridge.

949-856-7800; www.quantum.com

o?5

BI-AMPLIFIED
MONITORING
SYSTEM

to

I-

CC

0.

w

drive or directly from a remote server via Gigabit Ethernet.

818-562 1101; www.doremilabs.com

Genelec 8020A: Has a die-cast aluminum minimum diffraction enclosure; incorporates Genelec's advanced Directivity Control Waveguide; each monitor
features a 4in bass driver and a 3/4in
tweeter; free field frequency response
is 66Hz to 20kHz; can be combined with the 7050B Laminar
Spiral Enclosure subwoofer.

508-652-0900; www.genelecusa.com

HD VIDEO PLAYER
Doremi Labs Nugget: Provides perfect sync with the audio workstation timeline via its frame accurate Sony 9 -pin
chase mode; features variable speed playback; scrubs in
perfect sync within the DAW session; accepts tri-level and
bi-level sync; plays SD and HD video from its internal hard

DIGITAL AUDIO ANALYZER
Sencore DA795 DigiPro: Analyzes any stereo non -encoded digital audio signal and generates low -noise digital
test signals; supports formats including AES/EBU, S/PDIF,
Toslink and ADAT at bit depths up to 24 bits and samples at
96kHz; features a transparency test, bit -stream analyzer,

lock test, bit -scope, latency test, digital watchdog, jitter
meter, clock/sample counter and distortion meter.
800-736-2673; www.sencore.com
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For over 45 years, readers have learned to TRUST
Broadcast Engineering editors to bring them timely, reliable
and indispensable technical information.
You can TRUST Broadcast Engineering to deliver the best: It is ranked #1 most authoritative
global source of technology information in the industry.*
Stay on top of the latest technology developments, new players, products & decision -makers.

SUBSCRIBE to Broadcast Engineering.
To start your FREE subscription, go to www.broadcastengineering.com
and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.
Celebrating 45 years
as the Technology Leader.

*2003 Paramount Research Study

TRUSTED, Technology Industry Leader
1 08 broadcastengineering.com
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ANY Stand Alone

MPEG-2 Transport
Stream Recorder
Player Application
StreamValve IIITM
captures and plays
back transport
streams via any of
the DVEO family of

r

4

DVB-ASI cards.

StreamValve III includes

a transport stream analyzer and viewer.
A multi -stream architecture allows

simultaneous recording of up to 4
transport streams with 4 DVEO cards.

Fo a free 30 day trial* of StreamValve
or other DVEO products, please call

858- 613-1818, or visit www.dveo.com.
*Vist Web site for more details

Pro Broadcast Diseon
b

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.)
Call Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE Visl Online at www.eriinc.com

c3
Systems

BROADCAST VIDEO

OVER IP

CMsn/
IBC 2005

Booth #10.432
PCI Cards

ra
Software

MIStreambon
Power To Do More
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
SYSTEMS FOR IP/1-1/E 1

HD

Encoder/Decocer
3Mbps - 12Mbps
SDEncoder/Decoder

64Kbps - 7Mbps
ENGPortable Encoder

ACT -L3 VIDEO TRANSPORT

64Kbps - 5Mbps

Call or visit today! www.streambox.com sales@sireambox.com 206/956-0544 x222

BROADEASTENGINEERING.00,
You'll find everything you need to know about advertising in 2006!
NOVEMBER 2005
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Products & Services

TALLY
MAPPERTM

Multi Format LCD Monitore
HD/SD Converters

Sow

Tally Routing & Mapping
One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop
HO 04 Convenor

HO 001471

Canyerle,

LVM - 070W

MLA ,onnat
IC SD, Corwrle,

LVM - 084

7 inch Muth Format Monitor

8.4 inch Multi Format Monitor

input - 1 D -SUB,
3 BNC (Analog). 2 BNC (HD -S011)

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SDI Channel - Active -hru Outl

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SDI Channel - Active Trru Out)

LCD Resolution

LCD Resolution

- 800X480 (15:9)

-1024X768 (42)

Contrast - 300:1

LVM - 170W
17.1 inch Multi Format Monitor
Input - 1 D -SUB.
3 BNC (Analog). 2 BNC HD-SDE,

Videotramc

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SDI Charnel - Active TIM Out)
LCD Resolution
- 1280X766 (15:9)

Control System Solutions

Contrast - 400:1

Tel: 530-477-2000

LVM - 230W / LVM - 240W

23 / 24 inch Multi Format Monitor

4

Input -1 D -SUB (23") / 1 DV (24").
3 BNC (Analog). 2 13NC (HD -SDI)

Output - 1 BNC
(Selected SDI Channel - Active Thru Out)
LCD Resolution

23 Inch -1366X766 (16:9)
24 inch - 1920X1200 (16:10)

- Full Native HD

Contrast -800:1(231. 1000:1(241

www.videoframesystems.com
www.postium.com
Postium USA
1520 lItchardson Dr. 11143Richarthon TX 75080 Tel

Help Wanted
BROADCAST CHIEF ENGINEER
KPMR TV 38 Santa Barbara has an immediate opening for a Broadcast Chief Engineer.
Qualified candidates should have experience
in television and radio broadcast. A FCC 1st
class, General Radiotelephone license and or
SBE certified is preferred but not required.
We are seeking candidates with strong interpersonal and communication skills to work in
our station's team environment. Entravision
Communications Corporation is an equal op-

portunity employer. Women and minorities
are encouraged to apply.

Help Wanted
MOBILE UNIT ENGINEERS

NEP Broadcasting is seek Mobile Unit Engineers
e ping
of all experience levels to
manage and monitor mobile
unit broadcast operations at remote sates,
perform preventative maintenance, troubleshoot, execute changes and engineering updates on the mobile unit. Degree, training,
3, years experience in broadcast technology,
equipment, facilities, and production or any
combination considered.
Please send resume and salary history to NEP Broadcasting LLC, hr@nepinc.com, Fax: 412-820-6045, 2

Job Requirements/Qualifications:
Strong RF (UHF,VHF,FM & AM), experience
with broadcast equipment installation, maintenance and repair of studio equipment. Send
resume (with cover letter).

Beta Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15238. An Equal
Opportunity Employer. www.nepinc.com.

Mail to:
Human Resources
KPMR

7000 Hollister Ave
Goleta, CA 92243
(805) 968-8872 fax

197212344472

Help Wanted
SENIOR ENGINEER -TRANSMITTERS
Iowa
Public
Television is
seeking
applicants for a Senior Engineer position to

work primarily in the Transmitter/Translator area. This position will oversee the operation, repair, maintenance and construc-

tion of proposed and existing television
equipment at the transmitter/translator
sites. Work hours will be varied.
Requirements:
Must
have
extensive knowledge and experience in the
operation of transmitters and translators.
Salary Range: $42,203 to $63,876/annually,
plus full benefit package.
Closing Date: December 2, 2005

You may request an application form by:
Mail:

ATTENTION
ADVERTISERS:
For digital ad specs
and requirements,
visit the Ad Production
Web site

Human Resources
Iowa Public Television
P.O. Box 6450

Johnston, IA 50131
Telephone: (515)242-3117
Fax:

(515)242-4113

Email: Humanresources@iptv.org
Or complete and print an application form
from our Web site, www.iptv.org
EOE/AAE

www.primediabusinessads.com
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

ITLJOIOS

TUF211E_10

TURNER STUDIOS is the full service broadcast and post production division of Turner Entertainment Group, providing
turnkey services for film, video and audio production. Turner Studios provides facilities end resources for all of the Turner

WOWT/UPN Omaha seeks a Maintenance
Engineer, preferably with a minimum of five
years experience. Please visit www.wowt.com
for our posting with full details. WOWT/Gray
Television Group, Inc. a drug -free company

Entertainment Networks worldwide from our state-of-the-art television complex in Atlanta Georgia.

and requires pre -employment drug testing
and background checks. EOE. Send resume

We are seeking motivated, experienced, client -oriented professionals to join our expand* team. If your passion is cutting

to or fill out an application at:

edge technology in a creative, fast-moving environment, Turner Studios is looking for you!

We're currently accepting resumes for:

WOWT / Human Resources
3501 Farnam Street
Omaha, NE 68131-3356

Please send resumes to:
Jeff Sharpe

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS

Director of Engineering

Studio - Live and Taped Event Engineering - 34993BR + 49435BR

Fax - 404-878-4014

Editorial - Installation, maintenance, support SD/HD Production and Post
facilities - 38562BR

Enail - jeff.sharpe©turner.00m

NETWORK SERVER SPECIALIST - 47858BR

For more information,
please visit:

Windows server / workstation admin - MSCE, Mac, Linux, Irix skills preferred

http://www.turnerjobs.com

SENIOR VIDEO ENGINEER - 47743BR
Camera Shading, QC, Camera Maintenance, Color Correction, Technical Consultant

A PRIMEDIA Publication

Susan
Schaefer

BroadcastEnumeering
www broadcastengineering cam

Reach Industry Professionals
Today! For more information
about classified advertising,
please contact:

p: 484.478.0154
f: 913.514.6417
sschaefer@primediabusiness.com

EMS
SYSTEMS

GROUP

The Systems Group, a nationally recognized systems integration firm (design/build) is seeking
specialized professionals. Located across the river from Manhattan, we are currently under
contract for a number of high profile DTV facilities serving top markets in broadcast/cable.

Project Managers: 3+ years television systems integration experience, skilled in project planning/implementation, strong interpersonal/creative problem solving skills, supervisory or managerial experience required including direct interaction with project teams, vendors, project
associates (architects, General Contractors, etc.) and clients. Budgetary responsibility and
management skills necessary. Advanced Proficiency in MS Office/AutoCAD required.

Fax (402) 233-7885 or Email hr@wowt.com
SNG/ENG OPERATOR/PHOTOGRAPHER

WOWT Omaha is looking for someone who
wants to be where the action is in covering
breaking news on location - someone ready
to "go" when the alarm sounds - someone
with their bag packed...someone who wants
to be a part of a winning news team. This
person must be able to operate an SNG
truck and ENG trucks. The job will also
include some photography and editing.

Please visit our website at wowt.com for
qualification details. EOE.
Send resume to or fill out an application at:
WOWT / Human Resources
3501 Farnam Street
Omaha, NE 68131-3356
Fax (402) 233.7885 or Email hr@wowt.com

Chapters
a new job?

Where can I find...

an engineer?

RESUMEBank
JobsONLINE

SBE

www.sbe.org (317) 846-9000

Tests & Measurements

Documentation Coordinator: 2 years AutoCAD and Microsoft Office equivalent; a background
in or relative technical experience in Broadcast; Tele/Data;Fiber Optic; Sound & Audio reinforcement, or Home/Industrial AV systems is recommended. Broadcast Systems Integration
Experience or equivalent in a position of responsibility regarding systems documentation, integration, and construction preferred.

Installation Supervisor: 2 years supervisor or technical leadership experience required. A
background in or relative technical experience in Broadcast; Tele/Data; Fiber Optic; Sound
& Audio Reinforcement, or Home/Industrial AV systems is recommended. Broadcast Systems
Integration experience or equivalent in a position of responsibility regarding systems documentation, integration, and construction as well as the ability to handle clients on a professional

Precision charts
the industry trusts
r

level.

From c/SL'' La bs

We offer a competitive compensation and benefits package, high energy work environment,
and an established team of dynamic professionals.
Forward resume/salary requirements to:
careers@tsg-hoboken.com
TSG Human Resources

_J

For

SD and digital cinema

See tech reports, papers
and user info at:

317 Newark Street

www.dsclabs.com

Hoboken, NJ 07030

'Better images through research' - since 1962

No phone call or faxes please.
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Help Wanted
BROADCAST MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

Lehigh Valley Pa. Cable News operation is

seeking a television Maintance Engineer
to perform maintance on television equipment.

Help Wanted

Audio

precision®

Senior
Technical
Support
Engineer

This position will include both Studio
Operations as well as the Construction,

We are looking for an accomplished
technical engineer with deep
experience in professional and
broadcast audio and in audio test
and measurement to join our
Technical Support Team in
Beaverton, Oregon.
For more information go to:

installation and mantanice of Television
Production Truck.

ts_engineer.htm

Working knowledge of routers, serial digi-

tal switchers, microwave transmission,
satellite and fiber systems, pc and networking experience.

www.audioprecision.com/

BroadcastEngineering
www.broadcastengineering.com
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Australia's
finest?
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Swag is an odd word. It can

mean a drooping piece of
fabric. It can also mean

moving unsteadily and being out of
control. When used as a noun, however, it becomes really fascinating.

When I was growing up, swag was

a negative term meaning services,
goods or money obtained illegally.
Swagman, in Australian terminology, was a word used to describe a
transient who traveled with his swag
bag, moving from job to job, with the
implicit suggestion that he was really
a no-good thief. Now the name is attached to a line of motor homes, bike
racks, a hotel, a software developer
and even a publisher.

Pens are still big in the giveaway
spectrum. If you look in a promotion company's catalog, you will see
that the prices for pens range from
cheap (and poor quality) up to those
that are moderately expensive with,

from one another. Shows how cheap
the oscillators must be!
At the last show I was at, the most

popular piece of swag was a large
walking stick with a metal base. I surmised to myself it was not something

usually, a dramatic increase in quality
and life.
What is the poorest swag I have seen

to easily talk security at the airport
into letting you by with. The Transportation Security Administration is

this year? A bookmark. No, it wasn't

a humorless lot.
The weirdest swag I received was at

gold-plated or anything

- just a

cheap paper bookmark.

the technical Emmy awards in New

What else is hot? USB Flash memory
is a useful gift, especially for working

York. It was a set of long, tiny spoons

journalists. It even comes with an extension cable.
I have also received a pen that acts
as a cell phone detector with a neon

from NEC, which were supposedly
part of a tea ceremony kit, but they

looked like they were for another
crushed powder.
What kind of new swag would I like?
How about a solar -powered pocket -

After attending a recent trade show,1 left
feeling like I was a swagman with my

sized calculator with decent -sized

large bag full of goodies.

keys? Or the return of a high -quality coffee mug? The last one I got was

from Tektronix in 2000. (How do I

After attending a recent trade show,

light at the top that flashes quite a dis-

remember that? Because it says so on
the mug.)
My mother always said I would go

I left feeling like I was a swagman with

tance from an operating cell phone.

bad - but a swagman? She would

my large bag full of goodies (the current meaning of swag after pop musicians began throwing token, rather

To extend shelf life, it even came in an

have never guessed.

commercial, gifts at their fans), all

entirely metal case - its own little RF
cage. Why would anyone need such a
thing? It's fun to watch it being used

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

warmly presented to me by organizations and exhibitors. This experience

in the supermarket. It's mind -boggling how people cannot even gro-

made me contemplate the nature of

cery shop without wireless assistance.
Maybe flight attendants should be detector -equipped to find those naughty customers using BlackBerries in RF
mode in the air.
Another piece of cool swag is a dual

swag these days.

A sector of my wardrobe - actually
in a removal van at this moment - is
stuffed with shirts donated over the
years. Some are great, but others are a
bit dubious and are bad enough that
I wouldn't want to be seen wearing
them outside the house. Swag CD car-

rying cases abound at the moment in
all sorts of shapes and formats, as do
PC mirrors and USB-powered lights
to illuminate your laptop keyboard.
(How many can you use at once?)

dial, dual time zone watch -a nice
one with a leather strap. From a design point, you would assume that it
would use a single oscillator for the
two displays. However, that isn't the
case. I set the two dials to read the
same time, and I can see the sweeps of
the second hands moving slowly away
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